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No. 4478

By Mr . Nagle of Northampton, petition of William P. Nagle, Jr.,
and other members of the House relative to public education in the
Commonwealth. Education, Arts and Humanities.

®fjc Commontoealtfj of 4Wa«*acfju«ett*
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Three.

An A ct relative to public education in Massachusetts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority o f the same, as follows:
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SECTION 1. It is hereby declared to be a paramount goal of
the commonwealth to provide a high quality public education
system to extend to every child the opportunity to achieve his or
her maximum potential to lead a productive life as a participant
in the political and social life of the commonwealth and as a
contributor to its economy. The legislature recognizes that the
goal of providing a high quality public education to every child
cannot be achieved unless all the necessary partners for a child’s
educational success fulfill their responsiblities. This act has been
enacted with the intent of that the Commonwealth meets its
responsibilities to each child by ensuring: (1) a consistent
commitment of resources sufficient to provide a high quality
public education to every child, (2) a deliberate process for
establishing and achieving specific educational performance goals
for every child, (3) an effective mechanism for monitoring
progress toward those goals and for holding educators
accountable for achievement of those goals and (4) a coherent
policy to assure that qualified educators be prepared, certified,
compensated, retained and provided with working environments
in a manner that will encourage and promote optimum
professional performance. Because the goal of providing a high
quality public education to every child cannot be achieved unless
all the necessary partners for a child’s educational success fulfill
their responsiblities, the legislature recognizes that if the
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Commonwealth does not meet its responsibility to ensure that
each of the above four inter-related conditions is met, the
conditions necessary for achieving a high quality public education
system will not exist.
MECC Repeal.

1

SECTION 2. (a) Section 17 of chapter 6 of the General Laws,

2 as appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, in lines 76 to 77, as

3 amended, is hereby further amended by striking out the words
4 “Massachusetts educational communications commission”.
(b) Section one hundred fifty-eight of said chapter six of the
5
6 General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby repealed.
Restructure Department o f Education.
1
SECTION 3. Section IF of chapter 15 of the General Laws is
2 stricken and replaced with the following text:
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“Section IF. The board of education shall by a two-thirds vote
of all its members appoint a commissioner of education, in this
chapter called the commissioner, and may in its discretion by
majority vote of all its members remove him. He shall be the
secretary to the board, its chief executive officer and the chief state
school officer for elementary and secondary education. The
position of commissioner of education shall be classified in
accordance with section 45 of Chapter 30, and the salary shall be
determined in accordance with section 46 of chapter 30.
The board of education shall be the state agency responsible
for the adm inistration of vocational education and the
supervision of the administration thereof by local educational
agencies.
For the purposes of this section the term ‘local educational
agency’ shall mean any agency which has administrative control
and direction of a vocational education program funded in whole
or in part by federal funds.”
Purposes, Powers and Duties o f Board o f Education.

SECTION 4. Section 1G of chapter 15 of the General Laws
2 is stricken and replaced with the following text:
1
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“Section 1G. The board shall establish policies relative to the
4 education of students in public early childhood, elementary,
5 secondary and vocational-technical schools.”
6

Statewide Educational Goals.
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“No later than January thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
ninety-three, the board of education shall convene an advisory
council on statewide education goals for the purpose of
recommending to the board a set of comprehensive, measurable,
outcome-oriented, present and future goals in order to achieve a
well-coordinated system of high achievement for public early
childhood, elementary, secondary and vocational-technical
schools in the commonwealth. The council shall be composed of
fifteen members who shall be appointed by the commissioner with
the approval of the board pursuant to section 18B of chapter 6
and who shall not, by virtue of their membership, be deemed state
employees under chapter 268 A of the General Laws. The members
of the council shall have demonstrated scholarship, creativity, or
distinguished service in education, and shall be broadly representative of all of the areas of public education. The council shall
submit its report to the board no later than October thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and ninety-three. The board shall establish
statewide educational goals no later than January thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and ninety-four. The board shall also develop
procedures for updating, improving, or refining such goals, which
shall include receiving a report from the advisory council. The
goals shall be reviewed by the board at least every two years.”
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Student Performance Standards.
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“No later than October thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
ninety-three, the board of education shall convene an advisory
council on student performance standards for the purpose of
recommending to the board a set of minimum student
performance standards in the core subjects and occupational
categories in vocational-technical education and high school
graduation standards. The council shall be composed of fifteen
members who shall be appointed by the commissioner with the
approval of the board pursuant to section 18B of chapter 6 and
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who shall not, by virtue of their membership, be deemed state
employees under chapter 268 A of the General Laws. The members
of the council shall have demonstrated scholarship, creativity, or
distinguished service in education, and shall be broadly repre
sentative of all of the areas of public education. The council shall
submit it report to the board no later than March thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and ninety-four. The board shall establish
student performance standards no later than June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and ninety-four. The standards shall be
consistent with the statewide educational goals, and shall reflect
the report of the Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary
Skills (SCANS) published by the United States Department of
Labor, and shall establish the body of skills, competencies and
knowledge students should have at specified grade levels. The core
subjects shall include mathematics, science, history and social
science, English, and the arts. The board may also promulgate
standards in other subjects, including but not limited to foreign
languages, environmental studies, global education, physical
education, health, life management skills/home economics,
computer science and community service.
These standards shall be outcome-oriented and capable of
objective measurement and shall permit a comparison between the
performance of Massachusetts students and students in other
states and industrialized nations. The student performance
standards shall reflect the circumstances both of students directly
entering the work force and of students pursuing higher education
and shall be consistent with those content standards for students
in the most educationally advanced schools of the world. The
performance standards shall be developed to avoid perpetuating
gender, cultural, ethic or racial sterotypes and should reflect
sensitivity to different learning styles and to impediments to
learning.
The performance standards shall be sufficiently detailed to
provide clear expectations for all students at specified grade levels,
while allowing for innovation and creativity in individual school
systems. The standards shall be used in the development of
curriculum frameworks as described in this section, teacher
training and professional development programs. The standards
shall guide the student assessment and teacher evaluation
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processes. The high school graduation standards shall be based
on a student’s mastery of the performance standards as measured
by the assessment instruments described in this section, including
successful performance in the tenth grade as measured by the
assessment system described in section forty-nine.
The performance standards shall be communicated to parents,
teachers, administrators and the general public. The board shall
also develop procedures for updating, improving, or refining such
standards. The standards shall be reviewed by the board at least
every two years.
The board shall also establish a program to recognize the high
academic achievement of qualifying high school graduates, and
award a Massachusetts Certificate of Academic Excellence to
qualifying high school graduates. The Massachusetts Certificate
of Academic Excellence shall be based upon a determination that
the recipient has demonstrated mastery of a comprehensive body
of knowledge and skill comparable to that possessed by students
of equivalent age in the most educationally advanced educational
systems in the world. The criteria for a Massachusetts Certificate
of Academic Excellence shall include meeting high school
graduation standards, superior performance on advanced
placement tests administered by the Educational Testing Service,
and demonstrated excellence in areas not reflected by the state’s
assessment instruments, such as artistic or literary achievement,
as determined by the board of education.
The high school graduation standards and Massachusetts
Certificate of Academic Excellence, shall apply to students who
are candidates for high school graduation at the conclusion of the
1999-2000 school year. Nothing herein shall be construed to
restrict the ability of a school committee to impose additional
graduation requirements.
In addition to a high school diploma, a certificate of
occupational proficiency may be awarded to students who
successfully complete a comprehensive education and training
program in a particular trade or professional skill area and shall
reflect a determination that the recipient has demonstrated
mastery of a core of skills, competencies and knowledge
comparable to that possessed by students of equivalent age
entering the particular trade or profession from the most
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educationally advanced educational systems in the world. By June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-five, guidelines for no fewer
than six certificates of occupational proficiency, specific to
occupational categories, shall be identified and established, with
additional categories added in future years.”
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Curriculum Frameworks.
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“No later than June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-four,
the board shall convene an advisory council on curriculum for
the purpose of recommending to the board curriculum
frameworks in the core subjects, and frameworks in other subjects
or areas as is deemed appropriate. The council shall be composed
of fifteen members who shall be appointed by the commissioner
with the approval of the board pursuant to section 18B of
chapter 6 and who shall not, by virtue of their membership, be
deemed state employees under chapter 268 A of the General Laws.
The members of the council shall have demonstrated scholarship,
creativity, or distinguished service in education, and shall be
broadly representative of all of the areas of public education. The
council shall submit its report to the board no later than March
thirty-first, nineteen hundred and ninety-five. The board shall
establish curriculum frameworks no later than June thirtieth,
nineteen hundred and ninety-five and a procedure for updating
and refining such frameworks. These frameworks must be
reviewed at least every two years thereafter by the advisory council
and the board. The curriculum frameworks adopted by the board
shall be made available to schools and school districts in the
commonwealth.
The curriculum frameworks shall provide the general outline
of curriculum content and pedagogy based upon the content
standards described in this section and shall reflect and enhance
those standards. The frameworks shall set out themes, topics and
objectives for long-range periods, encouraging flexibility and
creativity at the local level while establishing clear directions for
school systems. The purposes of the frameworks are to guide and
assist teachers, principals, administrators, publishers, software
developers and other interested parties in the development and
selection of curricula, textbooks, technologies and other
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instructional materials and in the design of teaching strategies for
public early childhood, elementary, secondary, and vocationaltechnical schools.
The curriculum frameworks shall be designed to avoid
perpetuating gender, cultural, ethnic or racial stereotypes and
should reflect sensitivity to different learning styles and
impediments to learning.
The board may review and recommended instructional material
which is compatible with the curriculum frameworks.”
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Advanced Placement Grant Programs.
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“Subject to appropriation, the board shall establish an
advanced placement grant program which shall award grants to
school districts for the reimbursement of application fees for lowincome students in order to assist said students to take advanced
placement tests. The board shall promulgate regulations defining
the standards of eligibility and other implementation guidelines
for this program.
Subject to appropriation, the board shall establish a grant
program which shall award grants to school districts for the costs
associated with establishing advanced placement courses. The
board shall promulgate regulations defining the standards of eligibility and other implementation guidelines for this program.”
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Further Powers o f the Board o f Education.
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“The board shall establish the guidelines and outcomes
necessary to measure quality by defining educational competencies. These competencies shall be set at the highest level of
international standards of educational achievement.
The board shall receive and respond to recommendations of the
Massachusetts Commission for Educator Professional Standards
for the establishment of standards and procedures for teacher
preparation, provisional and permanent certification, mentor
supervision, maintenance of professional currency and revocation
of certification for all educational personnel.
The board shall develop and implement a statewide professional
development plan in accordance with section 38Q of chapter
seventy-one.
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The board shall establish rigorous student, program, service
and/or performance standards including statewide high school
graduation standards, to be used in assessing students, schools and
school districts.
The board shall establish the standards for the recognition of
high achievement by students and school districts.
The board may withhold state and federal funds from school
committees which fail to comply with the provisions of law relative
to the operation of the public schools or any regulation of said
board authorized in this section.
The board shall establish the process and standards for
declaring a school or school district to be ‘underperforming’ or
‘chronically underperforming’ in accordance with the provisions
of section 50 of this chapter.
The board shall review and approve federal grant applications
for public early childhood, elementary, secondary and vocationaltechnical schools and may develop guidelines as needed for the
disbursement of such funds in accordance with state law. The
board shall be the approving authority for all federal educational
grants and programs to be undertaken by public early childhood,
elementary, secondary and vocational-technical schools in the
commonwealth. The board shall be the state education agency for
purposes of federal laws.
The board shall establish advisory guidelines for establishing
systems of personnel evaluation; public school districts in the
commonwealth will be encouraged to develop programs and
standards which provide for a more rigorous and comprehensive
evaluation process.
The board shall develop and implement an early childhood and
parent outreach plan in accordance with section 3C of chapter 15A.
The board shall establish minimum nutritional standards for
all school food services in all public early childhood, elementary,
secondary, and vocational-technical schools.
The board shall seek, accept, establish and administer grants,
gifts, awards, and trusts for public early childhood, elementary,
secondary and vocational-technical education from foundations,
corporations, individuals and federal agencies, and develop
guidelines as needed for the disbursement of such funds in
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accordance with applicable law and pursuant to the terms of the
grant, gift, award or trust.
The board shall establish the criteria to define areas with a high
number of low income children for purposes of the school
breakfast program, the early childhood program, the Attracting
Excellence to Teaching Program, and any other program focused
on low income children.
No later than January thirty-first, nineteen hundred and ninetyfour, the board shall establish minimum standards for all public
early childhood, elementary, secondary and vocational-technical
school buildings and school grounds, subject to the provisions of
the local state building code, as well as applicable state and federal
laws pertaining to occupational safety and health in schools. Said
minimum standards shall address all biological, chemical or
mechanical or other environmental hazards which may be
associated with school buildings and school grounds. Said
standards shall include, but not be limited to general indoor air
quality; enhanced ventilation, especially in school buildings
providing vocational training or specialty classes involving
hazardous chemicals or materials; the use of enviromentally safe
building, renovation and maintenance materials; abatement of
lead and asbestos hazards; monitoring of water quality; and
insuring that school grounds are free of present and future
contaminants.
The board shall improve the management and efficiency of
public early childhood elementary, secondary and vocationaltechnical schools and school districts.
The board shall carry out its responsibilities with a view toward
increasing the accountability of public early childhood,
elementary, secondary and vocational-technical schools and
school districts for the performance of the students they serve.
The board shall develop standards for the integration of
academic and vocational education.
The board shall set standards for and assess the outcomes of
vocational education curriculum and staffing patterns and the
progress on educating students for all aspects of industry.
The board shall, subject to appropriation, establish grants to
develop innovation schools within public school districts in
accordance with the provisions of section 89 of chapter 71 of the
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General Laws and grants to create ‘job compacts’for communities
to coordinate summer and post-secondary employment
opportunities for students.
The board shall, with the assistance of the higher education
coordinating council and subject to appropriation, establish four
consortia demonstration grants which shall include, at minimum,
one vocational high school, one regular secondary school, one
community college and one business corporation for the purposes
of encouraging further collaboration among secondary schools
and higher education, articulating technical and vocational
education programs between secondary and higher education,
improving the preparation of young adults to enter the job market,
and enabling persons in the work force to update their skills as
required by changing technologies.
No later than September 1, 1993, the board of education shall
develop with the appropriate involvement of all concerned parties
and promulgate new requirements for school conduct/discipline
codes to be filed by each school district, including the
requirements set forth in section 90 of chapter seventy-one of the
General Laws. These requirements shall include, but not be
limited to a requirement that specific penalities be delineated for
various forms of verbal or physical abuse inflicted by students on
other students or their teachers; a requirement that alternative
public school settings be established for students expelled from
a district pursuant to section ninety of chapter seventy-one; and
minimum student attendance standards for promotion and
graduation. Subject to appropriation, the board shall provide
grants for in-service training and staff development in behavior
and discipline management for all school staff. Such training shall
be age- and developmental stage-specific.
The board shall establish such other policies as it deems
necessary to fulfill the purposes of this chapter, chapter 69, 70,
71 A, 71B and 74. In accordance with the provisions of chapter
30A, the board is authorized to promulgate regulations as
necessary to fulfill said purposes. Said regulations shall be
promulgated so as to encourage innovation, flexibility and
accountability in schools and school districts.
The board shall establish an executive committee and such
other committees as it may from time to time deem necessary.”
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SECTION 5. (a) Section 1H of chapter 15 of the General Laws
is stricken and replaced with the following text:
“Section 1H. There shall be established advisory councils to the
board and the commissioner in such areas, including, but not
limited to: (1) early childhood education; (2) fine arts education; (3) gifted and talented education; (4) math and science
education; (5) technology education; (6) racial imbalance; (7)
school and community partnerships; (8) special education; (9)
bilingual education; and (10) vocational-technical education.
The members of these councils shall serve without compensation but shall be reimbursed for expenses necessarily and
reasonably incurred in the performance of their responsibilities.
Each council shall be composed of fifteen members who shall be
appointed by the commissioner with the approval of the board
pursuant to section 18B of chapter 6 and who shall not, by virtue
of their membership, be deemed state employees under chapter 268A of the General Laws. Members shall be appointed for
a term of three years. No members shall serve for more than two
consecutive terms. The members serving on such councils may be
school committee members, school superintendents, professional
educators, parents or students. A reasonable balance of members
representing business, labor, civic, parental, educational and
professional groups shall be maintained providing, however, that
for councils with jurisdiction over a specified education area, no
fewer than seven members shall be certified professional educators
currently practicing in the specified area. The council on
vocational-technical education shall include a member of the state
council on vocational education, a vocational-technical school
superintendent and a community college president. At all times
the makeup of the advisory council on vocational education shall
comply with requirements of the federal vocational education law.
The members of the council on math and science education shall
have demonstrated scholarship, creativity, or distinguished
service to, science or mathematics, and shall be broadly representative of all areas of science and mathematics. The members
of the council on technology education shall have demonstrated
scholarship or creativity in, or distinguished service to, technology
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education, and shall be broadly representative at all areas of
technology education. The advisory council for special education
shall include parents of children with special needs. The commissioners of the departments of mental health, mental retardation,
public health and public welfare shall each appoint a representative to serve as ex officio members of the council. At all times
the makeup of the advisory council for special education shall
comply with requirements of federal law.
Each council shall elect its own chair. The commissioner or his
designee shall serve as the secretary to each council.
Each council shall report annually through the commissioner
to the board its recommendations for the improvement of public
education and the attainment of high achievement by students in
public schools. Each council shall also make other programmatic
recommendations as it deems necessary to fulfill the goals
established by the board of education.
The commissioner may establish other such advisory groups as
deemed necessary to assist in developing educational plans or
programs to advance the purposes of the department.”
(b) Sections one K, one M, one N, one O, one P, one Q,
one S, one T, four A, six B, forty-six, forty-seven and forty-eight
of chapter fifteen of the General Laws are repealed.
Massachusetts Commission fo r Education
Professional Standards
(MaCEPS).
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SECTION 6. (a) The legislature recognizes that in order to
achieve the Commonwealth’s goal of providing a high quality
public education system, qualified educators must be recruited,
selected, compensated, retained and provided with a work environment that will encourage and promote optimum professional
performance. Accordingly, it is hereby declared as the policy of
this State to ensure high quality preparation programs for
professional educators; to involve professional educators directly
in establishing and upholding the standards of their profession;
to safeguard the welfare of students by preventing the utilization
of unqualified professional educators; to assure fair treatment to
individual applicants for certification and all members of the
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profession; and to safeguard the public’s interest in an effective
expenditure of tax dollars for quality education in the public
schools. This policy can be accomplished most effectively if
recommendations for the preparation, certification and regulation
of professional educators are made to the board of education by
a commission composed in substantial part of professional
educators.
The establishment of such commission will advance the policy
described above by allowing persons with relevant expertise to
recommend appropriate standards and procedures for the
preparation and certification of professional educators; by
promoting professional development and the integrity of the
profession as a whole; and by requiring substantial participation
by professional educators in the regulation of their profession.
The provisions of this act shall be liberally construed so as to
advance the foregoing policy.
(b) Sections 46 through 48 of chapter fifteen are hereby deleted
and replaced with the following text:
“Section 46. There shall be in the department a Massachusetts
Commission for Educator Professional Standards, herein after
refered to as MaCEPS. The MaCEPS shall be appointed by the
commissioner and shall consist of fifteen voting members, a
majority of whom shall be classroom teachers who shall be
residents of the commonwealth. The MaCEPS shall be composed
as follows. Eight members shall be persons employed as classroom
teachers from each of the following areas: (1) early childhood and
elementary, (2) middle school, (3) high school, (4) special
education, (5) occupational education, (6) vocational education,
(7) bilingual education, and (8) a specialty area which could
include, but not be limited to teachers of art, dance, drama and
music, guidance counselors, school psychologists and media
specialists. Three members shall be persons employed as faculty
of institutions of higher education, a majority of whose duties
involve direct contact with students preparing for teaching, two
of whom shall be faculty of a public institution of higher education
and one of whom shall be on the faculty of a private institution
of higher education. The remaining members shall include one
person employed as a public school administrator, one person
employed as a superintendent of schools, one school committee
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member, and one representative of the general public, who shall
not be a member of, or employed by, a school committee or board
of trustees of an institution of higher education.
The secretary of education and the chairperson of the higher
education coordinating council may each appoint one representative to serve as a non-voting ex-officio participant.
Except for the members appointed as representatives of the
general public and school committees, members shall have been
employed as teachers, administrators or faculty for a period of
at least seven years prior to appointment to the MaCEPS. Before
filling any position on the MaCEPS other than those of the public
representative and the faculty member employed by a private institution of higher education, the commissioner shall invite
nominations from appropriate employee and professional organizations representing public school teachers and administrators,
public higher education faculty, superintendents of schools, and
school committees.
The commissioner shall appoint members to positions requiring
nomination from among the nominations submitted pursuant to
the provisions of the preceding paragraph unless no timely
nominations are received or unless fewer than two qualified
persons are nominated for a position, in which case the commissioner may appoint any person who meets the qualifications for
the position set forth in this section.
The commissioner shall initially appoint the fifteen members
of the MaCEPS, five of whom shall serve for a term of three years,
five of whom shall serve for a term of two years, and five of whom
shall serve for a term of one year. Thereafter all terms shall be
for a period of three years. Upon the expiration of the term of
office of any such member, or of any subsequent member, his or
her successor shall be appointed in a like manner to serve for the
unexpired term. In the event of a vacancy in the office of a
member, his or her successor shall be appointed in a like manner
to serve for the unexpired term. No member shall serve for more
than two terms. Service on the commission for a term resulting
from an initial appointment or an appointment for the remainder
of an unexpired term shall be counted as a full term.
All members of the MaCEPS shall serve without compensation
but shall be reimbursed by the commonwealth for their necessary
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expenses actually incurred in the performance of their duties. A
member of the MaCEPS who is an employee of a public institution of higher education or a school committee shall be
permitted to attend MaCEPS meetings and perform other
MaCEPS business without loss of income or other benefits. A
school committee which employs a substitute for a member of the
MaCEPS who is absent from his or her employment while
performing MaCEPS business shall be reimbursed by the
commonwealth for the actual amount of any costs so incurred.
Any member of the MaCEPS who through change of
employment status or residence, or for other reasons, no longer
meets the criteria for the position to which he or she was
appointed, shall no longer be eligible to serve in that position and
the position shall become vacant sixty days following the
member’s change in circumstances. The commissioner may
remove any member from the MaCEPS for ineligibility,
misconduct or malfeasance in office, incapacity, or neglect of
duty, but for no other reason.
Section 47. The MaCEPS shall develop by-laws, rules of
procedure, and policies governing its operation as it deems
necessary, and by a majority vote of all its voting members, shall
elect a chair and other such officers as it deems necessary from
among its membership.
The MaCEPS shall hold regular meetings at least once each
month except that the MaCEPS may vote to omit meetings in
July and August; the chair may call additional meetings at other
times.
The commissioner shall provide staff and such services as are
necessary to assist and support the MaCEPS.
Section 48. The MaCEPS shall have the sole authority to
initiate recommendations to the board of education for policies
and the promulgation of regulations that establish standards and
procedures for the preparation, provisional certification, alternative paths to provisional certification, mentor supervision,
permanent certification, maintenance of professional currency,
and revocation of certification of education personnel in early
childhood, elementary and secondary education, special
education, occupational education, and bilingual education, to
establish guidelines for professional development opportunities to
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enable professionals to fulfill requirements for the maintenance
of certification currency, and to review and approve programs at
public and independent college and universities devoted to the
preparation of teachers and other educational personnel.
Mentor supervision, as used in this section, shall refer to the
daily supervision of provisionally certified teachers for the
purpose of assisting said teachers to develop successful teaching
skills. Such supervision shall be provided by mentor teachers, who
shall work in cooperation with the graduate faculty overseeing the
education of provisional teachers enrolled in masters degree
programs leading to full certification, and who shall be accorded
appropriate status in the cooperating graduate program. Subject
to the provisions of chapter 150E of the General Laws, mentor
teachers shall receive an appropriate stipend and adequate release
time from regular teaching responsibilities to enable them to fully
perform their duties as mentor teachers. No provisionally certified
teacher, whether or not that person is enrolled in a masters degree
program at the time, may be employed by a school committee
unless a mentor teacher is available to supervise the provisional
teacher.
The board or commissioner may request of the MaCEPS that
it file with the board of education recommendations to make,
amend, and rescind such rules, regulations or policies as may be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this section, or the
MaCEPS at its own initiative may file such recommendations with
the board of education. The board of education shall consider for
adoption any rules, regulations or policies proposed by the
MaCEPS to make, amend, and rescind such rules, regulations or
policies as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section, but may not consider for adoption any such rules, regulations or policies not recommended by the MaCEPS.
Amendments by the board of education to the recommendations of the MaCEPS, shall be subject to approval by a simple
majority vote of the MaCEPS. Objections by the board of
education to the recommendations of the MaCEPS shall be in
writing, and shall contain a statement of the reasons for objection.
The MaCEPS shall consider such objections and may resubmit
to the board of education any recommendations so reconsidered.
No rule, regulation or policy shall become effective without
approval from the board of education.”
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Assessment System.
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SECTION 7. (a) Section 49 of chapter 15 of the General Laws
is amended by deleting the first paragraph and substituting the
following text:
“No later than June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and ninety-four,
the board of education shall convene an advisory council on
assessment for the purpose of recommending to the board a
system for assessment of students, individual schools and school
districts in the commonwealth. The council shall be composed of
fifteen members who shall be appointed by the commissioner with
the approval of the board pursuant to section 18B of chapter 6
and who shall not, by virtue of their membership, be deemed state
employees under chapter 268 A of the General Laws. The members
of the council shall have demonstrated scholarship, creativity, or
distinguished service in education, and shall be broadly representative of all of the areas of public education. The council shall
submit its report to the board no later than March thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and ninety-five. The board shall establish a
system for assessment no later than June thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and ninety-five.
The assessment system shall include means to assess student
knowledge in the core subjects and student ability to relate facts,
concepts and theories and to think critically, creatively and
analytically within these core subject areas. The board may
approve means to assess students in other subject areas, including
but not limited to, foreign languages, community service and other
areas deemed appropriate. The system shall include the evaluation
of the achievement by students compared to the minimum student
performance standards established pursuant to section one G of
this chapter and any other pertinent standards established by the
board pursuant to section one G. The assessment system shall be
reviewed and updated at least every two years thereafter.
The purposes of the assessment system are to improve the
effectiveness of curriculum and instruction, to measure individual
student performance and, on an annual basis, to provide a means
of comparing samples of Massachusetts students to students in
other schools within Massachusetts, from other states and from
other nations. The assessment of students shall take place at grade
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ten and, at a minimum, at two additional grades to be determined
by the board. The statewide assessments shall be administered to
every student at the appropriate grade level in each school in order
to measure individual student performance and to evaluate the
effectiveness of curriculum and instruction at the school and
district level. The system shall provide for remedial education at
each grade level at which assessment takes place as may be
necessary for students not achieving the minimum performance
standards, or at substantial risk of not doing so.
The board shall publish the results of the assessment system
within six months of its administration and report said results of
the performance of all schools and school districts to the secretary
of education and of the individual school district and its schools
to each superintendent. The results shall be presented in a form
that is clear and easy to understand and that allows comparisons
among specific schools in a district, across the state, and, where
applicable, to results from other states and nations. These results
shall be disseminated to parents, guardians or persons acting as
parents of such a student, as soon as practicable following the
tests.
Assessment instruments shall in their design and application
strike a balance among considerations of accuracy, fairness,
expense and administration. As much as is practical, such instru
ments shall include consideration of students’ work samples,
projects, processes, portfolios, or other means. The system shall
employ a variety of assessment instruments, not limited to
standardized tests, which may include the evaluation of literary
and artistic portfolios. The assessment instruments shall be
designed to avoid perpetuating gender, cultural, ethnic or racial
stereotypes and shall reflect sensitivity to different learning styles
and impediments to learning. The assessments shall be criterion
referenced rather than norm referenced. The system shall take into
account on a non-discriminatory basis the cultural diversity of
students in the commonwealth and the particularized circumstan
ces of students with special needs.
At the tenth grade level the assessment system shall include
means of evaluating the individual student performance which
shall be the basis for determining whether the student has
demonstrated sufficient academic mastery as required by the
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board of education as a prerequisite for high school graduation.
If the assessment results for a tenth grade student do not
demonstrate the required level of mastery, the student may participate in the assessment program the following year or years.
Within thirty days after any student receives notice of the failure
to achieve the tenth grade standard, school districts shall develop
individual remedial plans for any such student. The parent,
guardian or person acting as parent of such a student shall have
the opportunity to review the remedial plan with the student’s
teacher. If the parent, guardian or person acting as parent does
not agree with the proposed plan, he may review the plan with
the principal or his or her designee, who may recommend changes
if, in his or her professional judgment, such changes are
warranted. Nothing in the section shall be construed to provide
a parent, guardian, or student with an entitlement to contest the
proposed plan of the teacher or principal or with a cause of action
for educational malpractice if the student fails to achieve the
required level of mastery.
Assessment of students may be accomplished using multiple
measures of achievement, including those developed jointly by the
board and school district. Subject to appropriation, the board
may award incentive grants to school districts for the purpose of
developing innovative assessment instruments that are set to the
standards described in section five.”
Data Reporting Measures.
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The commissioner is authorized and directed to gather information, including the information specified herein and such other
information as the board shall require, for the purposes of
evaluating individual public schools and all school systems. All
information filed pursuant to the following two paragraphs shall
be filed in the manner and form prescribed by the department.”
(b) Section 49 of chapter 15 is further amended by adding to
the list of items in the second paragraph the following: “the annual
budgets and expenditures for both the district and the individual
schools in the district.”
(c) Section 49 of chapter 15 is further amended by the addition
of the following paragraph after the third paragraph:
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“Each school committee shall furnish to the department such
additional information as the department shall request.”
(d) Section 49 of chapter 15 of the General Laws is further
amended by deleting the fourth and fifth paragraphs and
substituting therefore the following text: —
“The board each year shall publish profiles on each public
elementary and secondary school and school district in the
commonwealth that sets forth information concerning student
achievement of performance goals, student access to educational
opportunities, demographics, staff characteristics and other
pertinent information based on the data gathered by the
department of education. Said school district profiles shall include
a concise budget report of the school district, including revenues
and expenditures of the district. These profiles shall not include
jargon or technical language to the extent possible and shall be
readily comprehensible to the general public. Said profiles shall
be available by June first of every year so as to facilitate parental
decisions about schools. The board shall also periodically identify
those schools and districts that are particularly successful in
improving the performance of the students whom they serve and
shall undertake to analyze and publish the strategies employed
by such schools and districts for the purpose of recognizing the
efforts of educators involved and of encouraging the replication,
where appropriate, of their successful strategies.”
Restructure Department o f Education.

1
SECTION 8. Sections forty-nine A, forty-nine B, forty2 nine C, forty-nine D, forty-nine E of chapter fifteen of the
3 General Laws are repealed.
Underperforming Schools.
1
2
3
4
5
6

SECTION 9. Section 50 of chapter 15 of the General Laws is
stricken and replaced with the following text: —
“Section 50. The commissioner may declare a school or a
school district to be ‘underperforming’when said school or district
is determined to be failing to meet the minimum student, program,
service or performance goals. Upon the determination by the
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commissioner that a school or school district is underperforming,
the commissioner shall specify in writing to the board and to the
district’s superintendent the indicators used to identify the
district’s failures or in the case of a school, to the district’s
superintendent and school principal. The principal of the
underperforming school or the superintendent of the underperforming school district shall then submit to the commissioner a
remedial plan for the accelerated improvement of the school or
school district; the commissioner may designate personnel to
assist schools and districts in developing this remedial plan. This
plan shall establish indicators to be used to gauge the
improvement of the school or district. Such indicators shall be
approved by the commissioner. The term necessary for the
remedial plan to be implemented shall be established by the
commissioner, however, in no instance may said remedial plan
take longer than three years for im plem entation and
improvement.
If an underperforming school or school district has failed to
implement its remedial plan or otherwise failed to meet the goals
established by the board, or if a community has failed to fulfill
its fiscal responsibilities under chapter seventy, the commissioner
shall make a recommendation to the board of education that the
district or school be declared ‘chronically underperforming.’ The
district shall have the opportunity to present evidence to the board
that it has achieved the school’s or school district’s and statewide
goals and, in the instance that a community is alleged to have
failed to fulfill its fiscal responsibilities under chapter seventy, the
commissioner shall make a recommendation to the board of
education that the district or school be declared ‘chronically
underperforming.’ The district shall have the opportunity to
present evidence to the board that it has achieved the school’s or
school district’s and statewide goals and, in the instance that a
community is alleged to have failed to fulfill its fiscal
responsibilities under chapter seventy, the community’s mayor or
chairman of the board of selectmen shall have the opportunity
to present evidence to the contrary.
In the instance where a school or district is declared by the board
to be chronically underperforming for educational reasons, the
commissioner shall appoint an independent fact-finding team to
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assess the reasons for the situation and the prospects for
improvement. Upon review of the conclusions of the fact-finding
team, the board may immediately remove the superintendent and
designate a receiver for the district with all the powers of the
superintendent and school committee. The receiver shall report
directly to the commissioner and shall fulfill the powers of the
school committee as provided in the provisions of subsections one
through seven inclusive, of section three of chapter seventy-one.
The receiver shall fulfill these powers until such time as the board,
upon the recommendation of the commissioner, determines that
there has been sufficient improvement so as to return control of
the district to the school committee.
If a school declared by the board to be chronically
underperforming does not receive funding from the district at least
equal to the average per pupil funding received for students of
the same classification and grade level in the district, the district
shall provide additional funding sufficient to bring funding for
that school to such level.
Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary any
contract provision that in any way attempts to limit the commissioner’s authority to terminate a superintendent as expressed in
this section shall be null and void and a violation of public policy
after contracts in existence on the effective date of this Act expire.
In the instance where a district is declared chronically
underperforming on the basis that the community has failed to
fulfill its fiscal responsibilities under chapter seventy, a vote by
the board that a school district is chronically underperforming
shall require the commissioner to petition to the commissioner
of revenue against the community, alleging that the amount
necessary in such community for the support of public schools
has not been included in the annual budget appropriations. The
commissioner of revenue shall determine the amount of any
deficiency pursuant to the sums required under chapter seventy,
if any, and issue an order compelling the community to provide
a sum of money equal to such deficiency. If the community does
not provide a sum of money equal to such deficiency, the commissioner of revenue, pursuant to his powers in section 23 of
chapter 59 of the General Laws, shall decline to approve the tax
rate of the city, town, or district for the fiscal year until the
deficiency is alleviated.
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This section shall not be construed to create a cause of action
for educational malpractice by students, or their parents,
guardians or persons acting as parents.
At any time after the imposition under this section of
extraordinary measures any school or after the appointment of
a receiver for any district, the affected school committee may
petition the commissioner for a determination whether such
measures or receivership should be modified or eliminated. A
school district may seek review by the board of any adverse determination. The determination of the board is subject to judicial
review pursuant to review in accordance with the provisions of
section 14 of chapter 30A of the General Laws.
The board shall, no later than September 30, 1995, promulgate
regulations pursuant to this section.”
Commission on Regulatory Relief.
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SECTION 10. Section 53 of chapter 15 of the General Laws
is stricken and replaced with the following text:
“Section 53. There shall be appointed a Commission on
Regulatory Relief in Education to review and evaluate all
education-related regulations and to make recommendations to
the board to reduce the scope of, ease the administration of,
simplify the compliance with, and, where appropriate, eliminate
such regulations and to reduce the amount of paperwork required
in connection with public education and the state’s regulation
thereof. The commission shall consist of fifteen members,
appointed by the governor, and shall be broadly representative
of the racial and ethnic diversity of the commonwealth. Members
shall receive no compensation for their services but may receive
reimbursement for their reasonable expenses incurred in carrying
out their responsibilities as members of the Commission. The
department shall furnish reasonable staff and other support for
the work of the Commission.
The Commission shall release an interim report within six
months of its constitution and a final report with twelve months.
Copies of the report shall be submitted to the governor and the
General Court.”
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Restructure Department o f Education.
1
SECTION 11. Sections fifty-six, sixty-one and sixty-two of
2 chapter 15 of the General Laws are repealed.
Secretary o f Education.
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SECTION 12. (a) Section 3 of chapter 15A as most recently
amended by chapter 133 of the Acts of 1992, is further amended
by striking the first sentence of paragraph two and inserting in
place thereof the following text:
“The secretary shall advise the governor on matters relating to
public education, and shall coordinate public education programs
from early childhood through the university level by chairing the
committee on educational policy and by serving on the board of
education and the higher education coordinating council.”
(b) Section 3 of chapter 15A is further amended by striking
subparagraphs (a) through (f) and inserting in place thereof the
following text:
“(a) serve as the governor’s advisor on educational issues and
represent the interests of education in the governor’s cabinet, and
to report to the governor on the activities of public education from
early childhood through the university level;
(b) analyze the present and future goals, needs and requirements of public education in the commonwealth and recommend
to the board of education and the higher education coordinating
council comprehensive goals necessary to achieve a wellcoordinated system of high achievement in public education in
the commonwealth;
(c) serve as the chairperson of the committee in educational
policy and as a voting member of the board of education and the
higher education coordinating council, and as a member of the
executive committee of each of these bodies;
(d) seek, accept, establish and administer grants, gifts, awards,
and trusts for pubic education from foundations, corporations,
individuals, and federal agencies, and to develop guidelines as
needed for the disbursement of such funds in accordance with
applicable law and pursuant to the terms of the grant, gift, award
or trust. These powers shall exist concurrently with similar powers
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exercised by the board of education and the higher education
coordinating council;
(e) articulate the need for public support of education and to
assist in building that support;
(f) develop and implement a statewide education technology
development plan, Massachusetts Education On-line, to improve
teaching and learning for all Massachusetts citizens through a
comprehensive, long-term commitment to educational technology, in accordance with section 3A of this chapter;
(g) coordinate adult education programs implemented by the
department of education and other state agencies; and
(h) promulgate rules and regulations appropriate to fulfilling
the responsibilities of the executive office.”
Technology.
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SECTION 13. (a) A new section 3A shall be added to chapter 15A of the General Laws as follows:
“Section 3A. No later than June thirtieth, nineteen-hundred and
ninety-three, the secretary of education shall develop a statewide
educational technology plan to be known as Massachusetts
education on-line. Said education technology plan shall be
reviewed annually and shall incorporate the following goals:
(1) the implementation and integration of technology into
teaching and learning in public schools, including, but not limited
to, the establishment of a statewide telecommunications and
technology link among public college and university campuses
and school districts through the use of computers and
communications technology;
(2) the facilitation of the implementation of a statewide
professional development plan for teachers, principals, and
superintendents in coordination with the commissioner of
education; and
(3) the increased involvement of parents, guardians or persons
acting as parents, mentors or other volunteers with a student’s
education.
For the purposes of this section, said educational technology
plan shall be broadly construed to include, but not be limited to,
programs, courses, and capital expenditures including computer
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hardware and software, networks, television, satellite transmis
sions, fiber optics, cable, calculators, and video and audio tapes.
Subject to appropriation the secretary may provide grants to
universities, colleges, schools and school districts or the purposes
of purchasing the equipment and other materials necessary for the
implementation of said educational technology plan. The
secretary may establish such advisory groups or committees as
deemed necessary for the developement and implementation of
said educational technology plan.”
(b) A new section 3B shall be added to chapter 15A of the
General Laws as follows:
“Section 3B. For the purpose of fulfilling the goals of the
educational technology plan, there is hereby established and set
up on the books of the commonwealth, a trust fund to be known
as the education technology trust fund. Monies or tangible
property or both received for this purpose by the secretary, the
higher education coordinating council, the department of
education, or any public educational institution shall be credited
to this fund and shall be transferred forthwith to the state
treasurer; provided, however, that no direct grant or appro
priation from the state or federal government shall be credited
to this fund. The treasurer shall invest, reinvest and hold said
property or monies or both, and shall disburse the income or
principal thereof or both on the order of the secretary for the
purposes of advancing educational technology.
In order to carry out the duties with respect to this section, the
secretary, within the limits of the appropriations therefore and
available trust funds may:
(a) acquire, construct, hold, lease, administer and dispose of
real and personal property and money given, whether outright or
in trust;
(b) prepare programs or enter into agreements providing for
the furnishing of programs within and without the common
wealth;
(c) enter into agreements for equipment, assistance and
personnel to provide programs, acquire broadcast time, and
electronic data transmission services; and enter into other
contracts;
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62
(d) obtain assistance from and cooperate with others, including
63 without restriction, institutions of learning and groups interested
64 in educational technology;
65
(e) do all acts and things necessary or convenient to carry out
66 the purposes of this section.”
Early Childhood Education and Parent Outreach.
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SECTION 14. Chapter 15A of the General Laws shall be
amended by adding a new section 3C.
“Section 3C. It is the policy of the commonwealth that every
three and four year old child in the commonwealth will have the
opportunity to participate in a developmentally appropriate
public early childhood education program. The board of
education shall prepare a plan to carry out this policy. The
minimum goal of the plan shall be to provide such an opportunity
by the 1994-1995 school year to every ‘low-income’ three and four
year old child, as that term is defined in chapter 70 of the General
Laws, although the plan shall encourage the earlier commencement of early childhood education programs and their earlier
extension to all three and four year old children. The plan shall
(i) emphasize that the objective of early childhood programs is
education, not mere daycare, and that such programs shall be
staffed by certified professionals, (ii) assess the prospects of using
existing federal and state resources to provide or support such
opportunities, (iii) establish guidelines pursuant to which each
school district shall adopt an outreach plan directed to the parents
of one, two or three year old children and with principal focus
on low-income families with the goals of such outreach plans to
include helping parents to provide quality learning opportunities
for their children in the home and to complete their own
education, and (iv) report on the costs that would be associated
with the implementation of these goals. The plan shall be filed
by April 1, 1993 with the governor and general court.”
Student Loan Repayment Program.

1 SECTION 15. Chapter 15A of the General Laws shall be
2 amended by the addition of a new section 17A as follows:
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“(a) There shall be a student loan repayment program known
as the Attracting Excellence to Teaching Program, for the purpose
of encouraging outstanding students in post-secondary education
to teach in the public schools of the commonwealth that have a
disproportionately large number o f‘low income students,’ as that
term is defined in chapter 70 of the General Laws by providing
financial assistance for the repayment of qualified education
loans, as defined below. The program shall be administered by
the scholarship office of the council in accordance with guidelines
promulgated by the council. The program shall be subject to
appropriation.
(b) The term ‘qualified education loan’ shall mean any
indebtedness (including interest on such indebtedness) incurred
to pay tuition or other direct expenses incurred in connection with
the pursuit of an undergraduate or graduate degree by an appli
cant, but shall not include loans made by any person related to
the applicant.
(c) The council shall promulgate guidelines governing the
Attracting Excellence to Teaching Program no later than
January 1, 1994. These guidelines shall include the following
provisions:
(1) eligibility for the program shall be limited to persons who
have graduated in the top quarter of their undergraduate classes,
as certified by the institution attended by the applicant;
(2) eligibility shall be limited to persons entering the teaching
profession after July 1, 1994;
(3) the commonwealth shall repay a participating teacher’s
student loan at a rate not to exceed one hundred fifty dollars per
month for a period not to exceed forty-eight months;
(4) repayment shall be made to the participating teacher
annually upon the presentation by the participating teacher of
satisfactory evidence of payments under the loan;
(5) payments by the commonwealth shall cover only loan
payments made by the participating teacher in the months during
which the participating teacher teaches in a public school in the
commonwealth;”
(e) Guidelines governing the attracting excellence to teaching
program for student loan repayments shall be promulgated by
the higher education coordinating council not later than Jan
uary 31, 1994.
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Expenses for administration of the program may be retained
in an interest-bearing trust fund to be established by the higher
education coordinating council and expended for the costs of
administering the program without further appropriation, and
any funds remaining in the trust fund at the termination of the
program shall be returned to the general fund.”
Early Retirement fo r Teachers.
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SECTION 16. (a) Subdivision two of section five of chapter
thirty-two, as appearing in the 1991 Official Edition, is amended
by adding thereto the following paragraph (e):
(e)(i) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter or
any other general or special law to the contrary, any city, town,
regional school committee, independent vocational school,
county agricultural school, or educational collaborative which
accepts the applicable provisions of this act, shall, in cooperation
with and upon the prescribed notification to the teachers
retirement board, establish an early retirement incentive program
for teachers to be implemented not more than once every five
years. The program shall be deemed to have been accepted by a
city or town upon recommendation by the school committee and
approval by the legislative and executive authorities of the city
or town. The program shall be deemed to have been accepted by
a regional school district, independent vocational school, county
agricultural school or educational collaborative upon the
approval of its school committee or other governing body.
For purposes of this section, the legislative authority shall mean
a town meeting in a town, the city council in a city; and the
executive authority shall mean board of selectmen in a town, the
mayor in a city.
(ii) In order to be deemed eligible for any of the benefit options
under such program, a teacher (aa) shall be employed by an entity
which has accepted the provisions of this act; (bb) shall have
attained the age of fifty-five years by the date of his retirement
requested in his written application with the teachers retirement
board; (cc) shall have, on such date, twenty-five years of creditable
service as defined in section four of this chapter; and (dd) shall
have filed a written application with the teachers retirement board.
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(iii) For the purpose of this section, words shall have the same
meaning as elsewhere in this chapter, unless otherwise expressly
provided or unless the context clearly requires otherwise. Any
teacher employed by any entity who retires under the provisions
of an early retirement incentive program for teachers shall be
deemed to be retired for superannuation and shall be subject to
any and all provisions of this chapter applicable to such
superannuation retirement.
(iv) Notwithstanding any provisions of this chapter to the
contrary, the normal yearly amount of the retirement allowance
for an eligible teacher who is employed by an entity which accepts
this section and who has paid the full amount of regular
deductions on the total amount of regular compensation as
determined under paragraph (a) of subdivision (2) of section five,
shall be based on the average annual rate of regular compensation
as determined under said paragraph (a) and shall be computed
according to the table contained in said paragraph (a) based on
the age of such member and his number of years and full months
of creditable service at the time of his retirement increased by up
to four years of age or by up to four years of creditable service
or by a combination of additional years of age and service not
exceeding four; provided, however, that the city, town or regional
school committee or other governing entity may limit the amount
of additional credit for service or age or a combination of service
or age offered and the number of such teachers for whom it will
approve a retirement calculated under the provisions of this
section; provided further, that if participation is limited, the
retirement of teachers with greater creditable service shall be
approved before approval is given to teachers with less creditable
service.
(v) The commissioner of the public employee retirement
administration shall analyze, study, and valuate the costs
attributable to the additional pension payable in accordance with
the provisions of this paragraph of any retirement incentive
program for each entity that accepts the provisions of this
paragraph; provided, that said commissioner shall annually File
a report in writing of his findings to said entity on or before
December thirty-first; provided, that said reports shall be Filed
annually with the joint committee on public service and the
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teachers’ retirement board and the commissioner of the
department of revenue on, or before said December thirty-first.
(b) Section twenty-two of chapter thirty-two, as appearing in
the 1991 Official Edition, is hereby amended by adding the
following subdivision:
(11) The teachers retirement board shall prepare a funding
schedule for each entity to reflect fifty percent of the cost
attributable to the additional pension payable under the
retirement incentive program in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph (e) of subdivision two of section five which shall be
designed to reduce the entity’s share of the retirement system’s
additional pension costs to zero on or before any date selected
by the city, town, regional school district or other entity but no
later than fifteen years after a teacher retires under a retirement
incentive program; provided, that in preparing such schedule, said
retirement board shall consider the analysis of the commissioner
of public employee retirement administration filed in accordance
with the provisions of paragraph (e) of subdivision two of section
five; and provided further, that said retirement board shall
triennially update such schedule; provided further, that said
funding schedule and updates shall be subject to the approval of
the secretary of administration and finance. In each of the fiscal
years until the costs determined under this section shall be reduced
to zero. It shall be deemed an obligation of any entity which has
accepted the provisions of paragraph (e) of subdivision of section
five to annually appropriate an amount sufficient to meet fifty
percent of the additional costs attributable to the additional
pension payable under the retirement incentive program and said
entity shall pay the same to the Commonwealth Pension Liability
Fund annually; provided that if any such governmental unit or
entity fails to make said payment, the commissioner of the
department of revenue shall deduct such liability from the annual
additional assistance or chapter seventy school assistance
distribution of said entity; provided further, that such costs
deducted shall be appropriated to the Commonwealth Pension
Liability Fund. The remainder of the cost attributable to the
additional pension payable under the retirement incentive
program in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (e) of
subdivision two of section five shall be paid from excess earnings,
so called, of the teachers’ retirement system.
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Proposition 2(4 Referendum.
1
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SECTION 17. (a) Section 21C of chapter 59 is hereby
amended by adding, after paragraph (m), the following new
paragraph: —
“(n) The local appropriating authority of any city or town may,
by a majority vote, seek voter approval at an election to adopt
an allowable tax growth factor system. The commissioner of
revenue shall determine one day each year on which said election
may take place for all municipalities in the commonwealth.
Any question to be submitted to voters shall be worded as
follows:
‘Shall the (city/town) o f _________ be allowed to adopt an
‘allowable tax growth factor system’ in the computation of real
estate and personal property taxes to be assessed for the fiscal
years beginning July first, (year) and thereafter which allows tax
growth to be adjusted for an inflation factor in place of the
limitations imposed by ‘Proposition 2(4\ so called, which limits
its increases to 2(4% annually?
Y E S_________ N O __________
Said question shall be deemed approved if a majority of the
persons voting thereon shall vote ‘yes’.
Any time after adoption of the allowable tax growth factor
system, the voters of any city or town having so adopted may,
upon collection of signatures equal in number to three percent
of those registered to vote in such city or town, cause the question
of the repeal or the allowable tax growth factor system for the
next fiscal year to be placed upon the ballot of the next regular
election. The signatures for the referendum must be filed with the
city or town clerk at least thirty-five days before the election in
which the question is to appear, and filed for certification by the
registrar of voters fourteen days before the filing with the clerk.
Any question submitted to the voters shall be worded as follows:
‘Shall the (city/town) o f _________ return to the method of
assessing real estate and personal property taxes contained in
‘Proposition 2(4’, so called, which limits tax growth to 2(4%
annually, for the fiscal years beginning July first, (year), and
thereafter?
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Y E S_________ N O __________
Said question shall be deemed approved if a majority of the
persons voting thereon shall vote ‘yes’.
(b) Section 21C of chapter 59 is further amended by adding,
in paragraph (a) after the introductory clause in lines 1 and 2, the
following definition:
‘Allowable tax growth factor’, the maximum allowable
percentage of growth in total taxes assessed in excess of the
preceding fiscal year’s levy limit, equivalent to the average of the
three preceding calendar year’ annual index of the Implicit Price
Deflator of Consumer Expenditures for the northeast region, as
determined by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the United
States Department of Commerce, provided that the total tax
assessment in any fiscal year shall not exceed one hundred and
five percent of the preceding year’s levy limit. In calculating the
allowable local tax growth factor for any fiscal year, the same
index for a calendar year that was used in prior calculations shall
be used in subsequent calculations involving that calendar year,
notwithstanding periodic adjustments made in the index by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis for that calendar year.”
(c) Paragraph (f) of said section 21C of said chapter 59 is
hereby amended by adding, after the words “paragraph (g);” the
following: “provided, however, that a city or town which adopts
an allowable tax growth factor system pursuant to paragraph (n)
may increase its total tax assessment for any fiscal year to the
extent permitted by this section;”
(d) State education aid to a city or town as defined in chapter 70 of the General Laws shall not be affected as a result of the
city or town adopting an allowable tax growth factor system. The
calculation of the adjustment for inflation on a standard of local
effort for a community shall be made as if the city or town had
not adopted an allowable tax growth factor system.
Overlay Provision.

1 SECTION 18. Chapter 59 is hereby amended by striking out
2 section 25 and inserting in place thereof the following section: —
3
“The assessors of each city, town and tax-levying district shall
4 annually raise by taxation such reasonable amount of overlay as
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5 the commissioner may approve although the total taxes assessed
6 as provided in section twenty-one C of this chapter may by such

7 overlay be exceeded; provided that only an amount not in excess
8 of the average overlay for the three previous fiscal years shall be
9 excluded from the provisions of section twenty-one C. The
10 overlay account may be used only for avoiding fractional divisions
11 of the amount to be assessed and to fund abatements granted on
12 account of taxes assessed for the fiscal year in whose assessment
13 the overlay is raised. The amount of such overlay approved by
14 the commissioner shall not be included in calculating the ‘total
15 taxes assessed’ in paragraph (a), or the maximum levy limit in
16 paragraph (f), of section twenty-one C. Any balance in the overlay
17 account in excess of the amount of the warrant remaining to be
18 collected or abated, as certified by the board of assessors, shall
19 be transferred by the board of assessors upon its own initiative
20 or within ten days of a written request by the chief executive
21 officer, with written notice to the chief executive officer to a
22 reserve fund to be appropriated for any lawful purpose; provided
23 however, that if a city, town or levying district’s current local effort
24 in support of public education is below the minimum standard
25 of local effort, defined pursuant to section 3 of chapter seventy,
26 said reserve fund must be appropriated to fund public education.
27 Any balance in said reserve fund at the end of the fiscal year shall
28 be closed out to surplus revenue.
If a city, town or tax levying district’s current local effort in
29
30 support of pubic education is below the minimum standard of
31 local effort, defined pursuant to section 3 of chapter seventy, in
32 fiscal year nineteen hundred and ninety-four, the amount
33 budgeted to fund abatements in fiscal year nineteen hundred and
34 ninety-three shall be appropriated to fund public education and
35 shall be included in the calculation of the current local effort for
36 the succeeding fiscal years.”
Commissioner o f Education.
SECTION 19. Section 1 of chapter 69 of the General Laws is
1
2 stricken and replaced by the following text:
“Section 1. There shall be a department of education,
3
4 hereinafter called the department, which shall be under the
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supervision and management of a commissioner of education,
hereinafter called the commissioner. Said commissioner shall be
appointed pursuant to section 1 of chapter 15 and shall devote
full time to the duties of the office. The commissioner shall receive
a salary as determined by the board of education, hereinafter
called the board.
The commissioner, with approval of the board, shall establish
such bureaus and other offices and employ such staff and
consultants as may be necessary for the proper and efficient
administration of the department.
The commissioner shall propose a budget to the board; said
budget shall reflect the goals and objectives of the board. Upon
approval by the board, the commissioner shall submit the
department’s budgetary proposals simultaneously to the house
and senate committees on ways and means, the joint committee
on education, arts and humanities, and to the secretary of
education, who shall review and transmit said budget to the
secretary of administration.
The commissioner shall analyze the present the future goals,
needs and requirements of public early childhood, elementary,
secondary and vocational-technical education in the commonwealth and recommend to the board comprehensive means to
achieve a well-coordinated system of high achievement in public
education in the commonwealth.
The commissioner shall prepare a five year master plan for
public early childhood, elementary, secondary and vocationaltechnical education in the commonwealth. The master plan shall
include, but need not be limited to, enrollment projects, utilization
of existing facilities, promotion of research, programmatic
excellence, community service activities, recommendations for the
construction or acquisition of new facilities, program distribution
and the need for program revision, including the termination of
obsolete or unnecessarily duplicative programs. Said master plan
along with an annual progress report shall reflect the goals and
standards established by the board.
The commissioner shall receive reports, undertake research,
and facilitate coordination among and between school districts.
The commissioner shall encourage and facilitate the adoption
of regional districts which facilitate the delivery of a quality public
education in an economical manner.
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The commissioner shall facilitate partnerships of public early
childhood, elementary, secondary and vocational-technical
schools with civic, conservation, business, cultural and labor
organizations, and with institutions of higher education, to
enhance educational programs.
The commissioner shall assess the effectiveness and monitor the
improvement of the public schools in each district, including
demonstration schools.
The commissioner shall assess current programs of alternative
education and shall develop a statewide action plan to expand and
improve the delivery of alternative education programs.
Restructure Department o f Education.

1
SECTION 20. Sections one A, three, and thirty-five of chapter
2 sixty-nine of the General Laws is repealed.
Reform o f State Aid fo r Public Education.
1
SECTION 21. The General Laws, as appearing in the 1990
2 Official Edition, as amended, is hereby further amended by
3 striking chapter 70 in its entirety and inserting in place thereof
4 the following new chapter:
5

CHAPTER 70.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Section 1. It is the intention of the legislature to assure fair and
adequate minimum per student funding for public schools in the
commonwealth by defining a foundation budget and a standard
of local funding effort applicable to every city and town in the
commonwealth and by providing comprehensive state financial
assistance to supplement such local efforts.
Section 2. (a) For the school districts in each city and town,
for each regional school district and for each independent
vocational school in the commonwealth, there is established a
foundation budget. Each foundation budget shall be determined
in accordance with the provisions of section 3 of this chapter. For
cities and towns that are members of regional school districts, the
foundation budget for such city or town shall be the sum of (i)
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the foundation budget for the municipality’s non-regional school
system and (ii) the municipality’s share of the foundation budget
for the regional school districts to which it belongs as determined
by the agreements establishing the regional school districts.
(b)(1) Every three years, the governor shall appoint a
Foundation Budget Review Commission to review the way in
which foundation budgets are calculated and to make recommendations to the legislature regarding such changes in the formula
as may be appropriate. The Commission shall consist of fifteen
members and shall be broadly representative of the racial and
ethnic diversity of the commonwealth. At least one-third of its
members shall be representatives of the business community and
at least one-third shall be professional educators employed in the
public schools nominated by the Massachusetts Teachers
Association and the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers.
Members shall receive no compensation for their services but may
receive reimbursement for their reasonable expenses incurred in
carrying out their responsibilities as members of the Commission.
The department of education shall furnish reasonable staff and
other support for the work of the Commission.
(2) It shall not constitute a violation of chapter 268A of the
General Taws for any person employed by a school district in the
commonwealth to serve on this Commission or to participate in
Commission deliberations that will or may have a Financial impact
on the district employing such person.
(3) The Commission’s recommendations shall be filed with the
clerks of the senate and house of representatives, who, with the
approval of the president of the senate and the speaker of the
house of representatives, shall refer such recommendations to an
appropriate committee of the general court. Within thirty days
after such filing, the said committee shall hold a public hearing
on the recommendations.
(c) The board of education is authorized, by regulation, to
furnish interpretive guidelines for the determination of foundation
budgets.
Section 3. (a) Foundation Budget: general definition. The
foundation budget for a school district for the 1991-92 school year
shall be the base year foundation budget, calculated as set forth
in this section, and, for school years after 1991-92, the foundation
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budget will be the 1991-92 foundation budget, as adjusted for
enrollment changes and for inflation as set forth in subsection (o)
of this section.
(b)(1) Foundation Enrollment. As used in this section, the
‘foundation enrollment’ of a district for a school year in an
enrollment category shall be the enrollment in that category in
the district in the immediately preceding school year, increased
or decreased by the average annual rate of enrollment increase
or decrease in the district over the three previous years. The ‘total
foundation enrollment’ of a district shall be the sum of the
foundation enrollments in the early childhood, bilingual,
vocational, kindergarten, elementary, junior high/ middle school,
and high school enrollment categories defined below.
(2) Low-Income Enrollment. As used in this section, the ‘lowincome enrollment’ of a district is the number of children
attending school in the district, regardless of residence or tuitionpaying status, who are eligible for free or reduced cost lunches
under eligibility guidelines promulgated by the federal government under 42 U.S.C. §1758. A ‘low-income’ child or student is
a child who meets these eligibility standards.
(3) Enrollment Categories. Each student (including students
enrolled in special education programs) who resides in the district
and who attends either a public school in that district or a school
for which the district of residence pays tuition (other than lowincome kindergarten students), shall be placed in one and only
one of the following categories depending on the grade and/or
program to which the student is assigned. Low-income
kindergarten students shall be counted in both the early childhood
and kindergarten enrollment categories.
(A) Early childhood/special education enrollment. The ‘early
childhood enrollment’ of a district is one and one-half times the
number of three and four-year old low income children residing
in the district (but not more than the total number of three and
four-year old children residing in the district), plus one and onehalf the number of low income kindergarten students, plus the
number of non-low income three and four year old children
residing in the district who are enrolled in special education
programs.
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(B) Bilingual enrollment. The‘bilingual enrollment’of a district
is the number of students enrolled in transitional bilingual
programs.
(C) Vocational enrollment. The ‘vocational enrollment’ of a
district is the number of students enrolled in vocational and
occupational education programs.
(D) Kindergarten enrollment. The‘kindergarten enrollment’of
a district is the number of students attending kindergarten and
not enrolled in bilingual or vocational programs.
(E) Elementary enrollment. The ‘elementary enrollment’ of a
district is the number of students enrolled in grades 1 through 5
and not enrolled in bilingual or vocational programs.
(F) Junior high/middle school enrollment. The ‘junior
high/middle school enrollment’ of a district is the number of
students enrolled in grades 6 through 8 and not enrolled in
bilingual or vocational programs.
(G) High school enrollment. The ‘high school enrollment’ of
a district is the number of students enrolled in grades 9 through 12
and not enrolled in bilingual or vocational programs.
(4) Special Education Enrollment. As used in this section,
‘tuitioned special education enrollment’ of a district shall be the
number of students for whom the district is paying special
education tuition (not counting vocational enrollment), and the
‘in-school special education enrollment’ of a district shall be the
number of special education students enrolled in the district.
(c)(1) Foundation staff. T h e ‘foundation staff’ of a district for
purposes of calculating wage and salary expense components of
the foundation budget shall be determined on the basis of the
enrollment as set forth below.
(2) Foundation teaching staff. The number of ‘foundation
teaching staff1 of a district is defined in accordance with the
following formula:

128
129

(1/2(FPE)/14 + (1/2(FKE)/16 + FE E /18 + FJE/20 +
FHE /18 + FBE/15 + FVE/10 + ISE/8 + (.03*LIS)

130 where FPE is the foundation pre-school enrollment, FKE is the
131 foundation kindergarten enrollment, FEE is the foundation
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132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

elementary enrollment, FJE is the foundation junior high/middle
school enrollment, FHE is the foundation high school enrollment,
FBE is the foundation bilingual enrollment, FVE is the
foundation vocational enrollment, ISE is the in-school special
education enrollment, and LIS is the average number of lowincome students in the district over the preceding two school years.
(3) Foundation Support Staff. The number of ‘foundation
support staff’ of a district is defined in accordance with the
following formula:

141
142

(1/2(FPE+FKE)*.0145) + ((FEE+FBE)*.0145) + (FJET028) +
((FHE + AVE)*.0042) + (ISET076)

143 where the variables in the formula are the same as those in
144 subsection (c)(2).
(4) Foundation Aides. The number of ‘foundation aides’ of a
145
146 district is defined in accordance with the following formula:
147
148

(1 /2(FPE + AKE)*.012) + ((FEE + ABE)*.012) + (FJE*.002) +
((FHE + AVE)*.0008) + (ISE*. 1250)

149
150
151
152
153

where the variables in the formula are the same as those in
subsection (c)(2).
(5) Foundation Principals. The number of ‘foundation
principals’ of a district is defined in accordance with the following
formula:

154
155

(1/2(FPE+AKE)*.003) + ((FEE+FBE)*.003) + (FJE*.0035) +
((FHE + FVE)*.0035)

156
157
158
159
160

where the variables in the formula are the same as those in
subsection (c)(2).
(6) Foundation Clerical Staff. The number of ‘foundation
clerical staff of a district is defined in accordance with the
following formula:

161
162

(1/2(FPE+AKE)*.0065) + ((FEE+FBE+FJE+FHE)*.0065) +
((ISE+TSE)*.02)
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163
164
165
166
167
168

where TSE is the tuitioned special education enrollment and the
remaining variables in the formula are the same as those in
subsection (c)(2).
(7) Foundation Nursing Staff. The number of ‘foundation
nursing staff’ of a district is defined in accordance with the
following formula:

169
170

(1/2(FPE+FKE)*.002) + (FEE+FBE)*.002) + (FJE*.0015) +
(FHE+FVE)*.0015)

171
172
173
174
175

where the variables in the formula are the same as those in
subsection (c)(2).
(8) Foundation Central Office Professional Staff. The number
of ‘foundation central office professional staff of a district is
defined in accordance with the following formula:

176

(TFE*.0025) + ((ISE + TSE)*.015) + (FVET00025)

177
178
179
180
181
182

where TFE is the total foundation enrollment of the district (as
defined in subsection (b)(1)), and the remaining variables are the
same as those in subsections (c)(2) and (c)(6).
(9) Foundation Custodial Staff. The number of ‘foundation
custodial staff of a district is defined in accordance with the
following formula:

183

.12*FTPS

184
185
186
187
188
189

where FTPS is the sum of the foundation teaching staff and
support staff (as defined in subsection (c)(2) and (c)(3)).
(d) Wage Adjustment Factor. The Division of Employment
and Training shall publish each year a wage adjustment factor for
each city and town in the commonwealth, in accordance with the
following formula:

190

1 + [[(1/3XAAWC-AAWM)]/AAWMJ

191 where AAWC is the sum of .8 times the average annual wage for
192 all jobs in the labor market area of which the city or town is a
193 part and .2 times the average annual wage in the city or town itself,
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194
195
196
197
198

and AAWM is the average annual wage for Massachusetts as a
whole.
(e) Foundation Base Year Payroll. The ‘foundation base year
payroll’ for a district is defined in accordance with the following
formula:

199
200
201

[(38,000*(FTS+FSS)) + ($9000*FA) +
($61,500*(FPS+( 1.15*FCOPS))) + ($18,500*FCLS) +
($24,600*FHS) + ($25,200*FCS)]*WAF

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

where FTS, FSS, FA, FPS, FCLS, FHS, FCOPS, and FCS are
the foundation teaching staff, support staff, aides, principals,
clerical staff, health care staff, central office professional staff, and
custodial staff, respectively, for a district, and WAF is the wage
adjustment factor applicable to the district.
(f) Foundation Non-Salary Base Year Expenses. (1) The
amount o f‘foundation non-salary base year expenses” is the sum
of ‘foundation base year athletic expense, ‘foundation base year
extracurricular activity expense,’‘foundation base year utility and
ordinary maintenance expense, ‘foundation base year benefits,’
‘foundation special education tuition, ‘foundation base year
miscellaneous expense,’ as those terms are defined in this
subsection.
(2) T h e ‘foundation base year athletic expense’ for a district is
defined in accordance with the following formula:

217

($50*FJE) + ($200*(FHE + FVE))

218 where the variables in the formula are the same as in subsec219 tion (c)(2).
220
(3) The ‘foundation base year extracurricular activity expense’
221 for a district is defined in accordance with the following formula:
222

($25*(FEE+FBE)) + ($35*(FJE)) + ($45*(FHE + FVE))

223
224
225
226
227

where the variables in the formula are the same as in subsection (c)(2).
(4) The ‘foundation base year utility and ordinary maintenance
expense’ for a district is defined in accordance with the following
formula:
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228
229
230
231
232
233
234

$3700(FTS + FSS + (,l*(FVE/3)))
where FTS and FSS are the foundation teaching and support
staffs multiplied by the wage adjustment factor applicable to such
position and the remaining variable is the same as in subsection (c)(2).
(5) The ‘foundation base year benefits’ for a district is defined
in accordance with the following formula:

235
236
237

[$5894*.9*(FTS+FSS+FA+FPS+FCLS+FHS+FCOPS+FCS)] +
[$450*(FTS+FSS+FA+FPS+FCLS+FHS+FCOPS+FCS)]
+ [$225*VS]

238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

where FTS, FSS, FA, FPS, FCLS, FHS, FCOPS, and FCS are
the foundation teaching staff, support staff, aides, principals,
clerical staff, health care staff, central office professional staff, and
custodial staff, respectively, for a district, and VS is the number
of teachers, support staff, principals, clerical staff, nursing staff,
and custodial staff assigned to vocational schools or programs
within the district.
(6) The ‘foundation special education tuition’ for a district is
the product of $14,700 and the tuitioned special education
enrollment (as defined in subsection (b)(4)).
(7) The ‘foundation base year miscellaneous expense’ for a
district is defined in accordance with the following formula:

250

($400*ISE) + ($75*TFE) + ($1300*FCLS)

251
252
253
254
255
256
257

where ISE is the in-school special education enrollment (as
defined in subsection (b)(4)), TFE is the total foundation
enrollment (as defined in subsection (b)(1)), and FCLS is the
foundation clerical staff (as defined in subsection (c)(6)).
(g) Professional Training and Staff Development Allotment.
The ‘professional training and staff development allotment’ is
defined in accordance with the following formula:

258

$2415*(FTS + FSS)

259 where the variables in the formula are the same as in subsec260 tion (e).
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261
(h) Book and Equipment Allotment. The “book and equipment
262 allotment” for a district is defined in accordance with the following
263 formula:
264
265

($130*(FPE + FKE)) + ($265*(FEE+FBE+FJE)) + ($415*FHE) +
($710*FVE) + ($465*ISE)

266
267
268
269
270

where the variables in the formula are the same as in subsection (c)(2).
(i) Extraordinary Maintenance Allotment. The ‘extraordinary
maintenance allotment’ for a district is defined in accordance with
the following formula:

271

$3000*(FTS + FSS)

272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284

where the variables in the formula are the same as in subsection (e).
(j) Expanded Program Allotment. The ‘expanded program
allotment’ for a district is the number of low income elementary
and middle school students in the district multiplied by $375.
(k) Parent Outreach Allotment. The ‘parent outreach
allotment’ is $560 multiplied by the smaller of (i) 150% of the
number of one and two year old low income children residing in
the district and (ii) the number of one and two year old children
residing in the district.
(1) Early Chilhood Program Expense. The ‘early childhood
program expense’for a district shall be defined in accordance with
the following formula:

285 [$38,000*((.5*FPE)/15 + (.5*FPE*.0145))*WAF] + $145*(.5*FPE)
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293

where FPE is the foundation early childhood enrollment, and
WAF is the wage adjustment factor for the district.
(m) Extended Day Program Allotment The ‘extended day
program allotment’ is the number of low income students in the
elementary, junior high/middle school and bilingual enrollment
categories multiplied by $1275.
(n) Base Year Foundation Budget. The ‘base year foundation
budget’ in a district is the sum of foundation base year payroll,
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294 foundation non-salary base year expenses, and the allotments
295 defined in subsections (g) through (1).
296
(o) Local Control of Expenditure. Except as provided in
297 section 4(b) of this chapter and as required by law, each school
298 district may determine how to allocate any funds appropriated
299 for public education without regard to the categories employed
300 in this section.
301
(p) Adjustment for Inflation. (1) The components of the
302 foundation budget defined in this section shall be adjusted for
303 inflation by multiplying the monetary factors employed in
304 subsections (e) through (1) by the appropriate inflation adjustor
305 as set forth in this section. The inflation adjustor for a particular
306 factor is calculated by dividing the appropriate cost index for the
307 specified month or period of time of the previous school year by
308 the corresponding index for the 1991-92 school year.
309
(2) The appropriate cost index for the utility and ordinary
310 maintenance allotment of subsection (f)(4) shall be the fuel
311 component of the Boston consumer price index for the month of
312 January.
313
(3) The appropriate cost index for the extraordinary
314 maintenance expense of subsection (i) shall be the household
315 furnishings and operations component of the Boston consumer
316 price index for the month of January.
317
(4) The appropriate cost index for the benefits expense of
318 subsection (f)(5) is the medical care component of the Boston
319 consumer price index for the month of January.
320
(5) The appropriate cost index for the books and equipment
321 expense of subsection (h) is the other goods and services
322 component of the Boston consumer price index for the month of
323 January.
324
(6) The appropriate cost index for all other factors employed
325 in subsection (e) through (1) is the average quarterly wage for
326 all workers in the commonwealth as published by the Department
327 of Employment and Training, averaged for the months of
328 October, November and December.
329
Section 4. (a) For purposes of this section and the following
330 section, the following terms are defined:
331
(1) The ‘Base Year’ shall be fiscal year 1992.
332
(2) A city or town in the commonwealth may referred to as a
333 ‘municipality,’ or by the adjective ‘municipal.’
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(3) ‘State School Aid’ shall be all amounts appropriated by the
commonwealth under chapters 70, 71 and 74 of the General Laws,
all equal educational opportunity grants, and all per pupil aid.
It shall not include any state funding for transportation, for school
building construction, for the METCO program or for other
categorical grants such as school-to-work transitional grants.
(4) ‘Net School Spending’ in a municipality for a given year
shall be the total amount spent by the municipality for the support
of public education (including any contributions to regional
school districts), determined without regard to municipal budget
or accounting categories, provided that Net School Spending shall
not include municipal spending for long-term debt service, school
lunches, or student transportation. Net School Spending shall also
not include tuition revenue or revenue from activity, admission
or other charges or any other revenue attributable to public
education. Such revenue will be made available to the school
district which generated such revenue in addition to any financial
resources made available by a municipality. The department of
revenue shall promulgate regulations to ensure a uniform method
of determining which municipal expenditures are appropriated for
the support of public education and which revenues are
attributable to public education in accordance with this section.
(5) The ‘Foundation Budget’ for a municipality shall be the
Foundation Budget defined in section 3 of this chapter.
(6) The ‘Equalized Property Valuation’ of a municipality for
any year shall be the annual equalized property valuation for that
municipality as determined by the department of revenue
pursuant to the provisions of sections nine, ten and ten C of
chapter fifty-eight of the General Laws.
(7) The ‘Adjusted Property Valuation’ of a municipality shall
be the Equalized Property valuation of the city or town multiplied
by the most recent average annual per capita income for the
municipality, divided by the average annual per capita income for
the commonwealth for the same period.
(8) T he‘Standard of Effort’for a municipality in the Base Year
shall be 8.10 times the Adjusted Property valuation (in
thousands). The Standard of Effort for a municipality in the year
following the Base Year shall be 102.5% of the Standard of Effort
in the Base Year. For each subsequent year, the Standard of Effort
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shall be the Standard of Effort for the previous year increased
by the largest percentage permitted under chapter 59, sections 21C(b), lC(b) and (f) of the General Laws (without regard
to any override under section 21C(g) for property taxes assessed
in the municipality).
(9) The ‘Local Contribution’ of a municipality in any year shall
be the Net School Spending of the municipality in that year minus
State School Aid minus federal impact aid received by the
municipality for that year. The ‘Net Local Contribution’ shall be
the Local Contribution minus the Above Loundation Amount
(defined below), if any.
(10) The ‘Base Year Gap’ is the positive difference between a
municipality’s Standard of Effort in the Base Year and the Local
Contribution of the municipality in the Base Year. If there is no
such positive difference, the Base Year Gap shall be zero.
(1 1) T he‘Above Loundation Amount’for a municipality is the
positive difference, if any, between the municipality’s Net School
Spending for the Base Year and its Loundation Budget for that
year. If there is no such positive difference, the Above Loundation
Amount shall be zero.
(12) The ‘Minimum Spending Amount’ in any year for a
municipality is the sum of the municipality’s Loundation Budget
for that year and its Above Loundation Amount; less the sum of
Base, Inflation and Gap Aid (as defined in section 5 of this
chapter) and any federal impact aid.
(13) The ‘Minimum Required Local Contribution’ is defined
as follows. The Net Minimum Required Local Contribution for
the Base Year is the Local Contribution; for each subsequent year,
the Net Minimum Required Local Contribution is the Minimum
Required Local Contribution for the previous year minus the
Above Loundation Amount. The Minimum Required Local
Contribution for each year is the sum of (A) the greater of
(i) The Net Minimum Required Contribution for the prior year
increased by the largest percentage permitted under chapter 59,
sections 21C(b) and (f) of the General Laws (without regard to
any override under section 21C(g) for property taxes assessed in
the municipality); and
(ii) The Standard of Effort reduced by 75%, 50% and 25% of
the Base Year Gap in the first, second and third years, respectively,
after the Base Year;
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and (B) the Above Foundation amount and (C) any Inflation
Aid required under section 5, provided, however, that in no case
shall the Minimum Required Local Contribution exceed the
Minimum Spending Amount. Municipalities that receive
Regional Bonus Aid or Upper Tier Aid (as defined in section 5
of this chapter) may apply such aid to reduce the Minimum
Required Local Contribution. To the extent that the Minimum
Required Local Contribution exceeds the Local Contribution for
the previous year by an amount greater than the largest percentage
permitted under chapter 59, sections 21C(b) and (f) of the
General Laws (without regard to any override under section
21C(g) for property taxes assessed in the municipality, the
amount of such excess shall be added to the total property taxes
assessed by the municipality without regard to the provision of
chapter 59, section 21C and shall be included in the total property
taxes assessed by the municipality for purposes of calculating the
applicable levy limits for the following year.
(b) In addition to amounts appropriated for long-term debt
service, the school lunches and student transportation, and in
addition to school revenue referred to in subsection (a) (4), each
municipality in the commonwealth shall annually appropriate and
spend for the support of public schools in the municipality and
in any regional school district to which the municipality belongs
an amount equal to not less than the sum of the Minimum
Required Local Contribution and all State School aid (including
federal impact aid) for the fiscal year in question. The appropriation shall include as the amount of State School Aid the
amount certified by the commissioner of education as the amount
of State School Aid that the municipality will receive if the
General Court appropriates funds in the accordance with the
provisions of sections 5 and 6 of this chapter. In the event that
the General Court appropriates a smaller sum, the municipal
appropriation shall be reduced without further action by the
municipality, by the amount by which State School Aid for the
municipality is below the amount certified by the commissioner
unless the municipality shall expressly provide otherwise.
(c) Except as required by law, each school district may
determine how to allocate any funds appropriated for the support
of public schools without regard to the categories employed in
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calculating the foundation budget, provided, however, that each
school district shall spend no less than the amounts specified in
sections 3(g) through 3(1) of this chapter for professional training
and staff development, books and equipment, extraordinary
maintenance, extended programs for low income students, parent
outreach to parents of one and two year olds, and early childhood
programs respectively, except that no district shall be required to
spend on these items more than the increase in state school aid
(as defined in section 5) from the amount of state school aid in
the 1992-93 school year.
(d) This chapter shall be binding on all cities and towns in the
commonwealth without regard to any acceptance by the city or
town or to any appropriation by the general court. Section 27C
of chapter 29 of the General Laws shall not be applicable to the
requirements of this chapter.
Section 5. (a) Subject to appropriation, the amount of school
aid to be paid to each city or town or regional school district to
be paid to each city or town or regional school district in each
fiscal year under this chapter shall be the sum of the Base Aid,
Inflation Aid, Regional Bonus Aid, Upper Tier Aid and
Foundation Gap Aid to which the city, town or regional school
district may be entitled under the provisions of this section.
(b) The ‘Base Aid’ payable with respect to a particular school
district for any year shall be the amount of State School Aid (as
defined in section 4 of this chapter) paid with respect to that
district for the prior year (excluding any Upper Tier Aid, as
defined below). The amount of State School Aid with respect to
regional school districts shall be calculated by adding together the
portions of State School Aid to each member municipality that
reflect the ratio of the member municipality’s contribution to the
regional district to the municipality’s Local Contribution (as
defined in section 4 of this chapter). Base Aid payable with respect
to a regional district will be paid directly to regional district and
Base Aid payable to a city or town which is a member of a regional
school district shall be the Base Aid payable with respect to any
non-regional school district in the municipality.
(c) The ‘Inflation Aid’ for any year payable to a city or town
shall be the positive difference between the change in the
foundation budget for the city or town from the prior year and
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the change in its Standard of Effort from the prior year, provided,
however, that portion of Inflation Aid payable with respect to a
municipality’s share of the change in a regional school district’s
foundation budget shall be paid directly to the regional school
district, and provided further that if the Local Contribution for
a municipality divided by the Adjusted Property Valuation for
the town for the prior year is less than the sum of Local
Contributions for that year in all cities and towns divided by the
Aggregate Adjusted Property Valuation for all cities and towns
and the Base Year Gap for such municipality is zero, the Inflation
Aid for that municipality shall be reduced by 50%, provided,
however, that such municipality shall be required to fund public
education as if it had received the full amount of Inflation Aid.
This 50% reduction in the amount of Inflation Aid for the
municipalities referred to in the second proviso shall be referred
to as the ‘Inflation Gap Payment.’
(d) “Regional Bonus Aid’ shall be payable to cities and towns
during their first year as members of a regional school district and
shall be $200 per student from the city and town attending regional
school district schools.
(e) ‘Upper Tier Aid’shall be payable to certain cities and towns
that appropriate and spend more than the minimum amount
determined pursuant to section 2 of this chapter and shall be
calculated as follows. The amount of additional state aid shall be
([(AE — FB)/PWT]

[(AE — FB)/(1.3*PWS)])*PWT

where AE is the Net School Spending in the city or town for the
prior school year, FB is the foundation budget for the prior school
year, PWT is the Adjusted Property Valuation in the city or town
for the most recent year for which data is available, divided by
the number of full-time equivalent pupils in the city or town for
the previous year and PWS is the Aggregate Property Valuation
in the commonwealth divided by the aggregate number of fulltime equivalent pupils in the commonwealth for the previous year.
The board of education shall promulgate regulations establishing
how the number of full-time equivalent pupils in a school district
shall be calculated. Cities and towns in which the Adjusted
Property Valuation per full-time equivalent pupil in any year
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exceeds 130% of the Adjusted Property Valuation per full-time
equivalent pupil for the commonwealth for that year shall be
ineligible for aid under this subparagraph, and cities and towns
whose actual expenditure per full-time equivalent pupil for the
prior school year exceeds 120% of the minimum expenditure per
full-time equivalent pupil specified in the foundation budget for
that year shall have their aid under this subsection calculated as
if such actual expenditure were equal to 120% of such minimum
expenditure. A portion of a municipality’s Upper Tier Aid
calculated by multiplying the Upper Tier Aid by the ratio of the
municipality’s contribution to any regional school district to
which it belongs to the municipality’s Local Contribution (as
defined in section 4 of this chapter) shall be paid directly to the
regional school district.
(f) ‘Foundation Gap Aid’ payable to each municipality in any
year shall be the positive difference between (i) the municipality’s
Foundation Budget for that year, and (ii) the sum of its
Minimum Required Local Contribution, Base Aid and Inflation
Aid for that year (which for purposes of this section shall include
the municipality’s share of state aid paid to regional school district
to which the municipality belongs), provided that a portion of
Foundation Gap Aid calculated by multiplying Foundation Gap
Aid by the ratio of the municipality’s contribution to any regional
school district to which it belongs to the municipality’s Local
Contribution (as defined in section 4 of this chapter) shall be paid
directly to the regional school district.
(g) In addition to the aid provided in subparagraph (a) of this
section, for each special education student for whom the actual
cost to a city or town of providing special educational services
exceeds four hundred percent of the statewide average foundation
budget (calculated on a per pupil basis), the city or town shall
receive ninety percent of the amount of the excess. These payments
shall be treated as tuition revenue in accordance with sections
4(a)(4) of this chapter.
(h) If in any year a school district shall spend for public
education less than the amount required to be appropriated for
public education pursuant to section 4 of this chapter, the
difference (up to 5% of the amount required to be appropriated)
may be carried over to. the school budget following year without
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affecting the amount of state aid payable the following year, but
the amount of school aid for the following year shall be reduced
by the amount of difference that exceeds 5% of the amount
required to be appropriated.
Section 6. (a) This section sets forth a schedule of increments
in the state appropriation for state school aid that reflects a determination that such appropriations are necessary in order to
provide an adequate public education for all children in the
commonwealth.
(b) The amount appropriated for State School Aid each year
shall be the sum of (i) the amount of State School Aid in the
commonwealth for the prior year (as defined in section 5(b) of
this chapter), multiplied by the ratio of the sum of all foundation
budgets in the commonwealth for the year in question to the sum
of all foundation budgets in the commonwealth for the prior year,
and (ii) an amount equal to the amount which will enable each
district to reach foundation level in fiscal year nineteen hundred
and ninety-six by appropriation of equal amounts in fiscal years
nineteen hundred ninety-four through ninety-six multiplied by the
ratio of the sum of all foundation budgets in the commonwealth
for the year in question to the sum of all foundation budgets in
the commonwealth for fiscal year 1992.
(c) For fiscal years 1994, 1995 and 1996, appropriations for the
following programs are necessary in addition to the appropriations identified in the previous section for State School Aid,
in order to provide an adequate public education for all children
in the commonwealth:
(1) for the preparation of educational goals, standards and
framework;
(2) for the development and operation of annual student testing
programs;
(3) for the enforcement of the underperforming schools provisions of chapter 15 of the General Laws;
(4) for the Commission on Regulatory Relief in Education;
(5) for the development of a plan to aid professional
development efforts and for the support of professional
development programs;
(6) for the mandated study of special education services;
(7) for the Attracting Excellence to Teaching Program;
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(8) for grants to support innovation schools;
(9) for the Education Reform Review Commission;
(10) for the funding of proposals to study or develop innovative
educational programs initiated or approved by the Commissioner,
pursuant to standards, regulations and procedures adopted by the
board of education;
(11) for the Massachusetts Center for Innovation and
Collaboration;
(12) for the implementation of sections 1A and 2 of chapter 74
of the General Laws;
(13) for the Massachusetts Education On-Line program; and
(14) for state aid for school building construction in excess of
current funding levels.
The aggregate appropriation required to reach an adequate
level of funding for these programs within three years is the
following amount in each fiscal year: $39,000,000 in fiscal 1994,
$82,000,000 in fiscal 1995, and $130,000,000 in fiscal 1996.
(d) If the Commonwealth fails to provide the funding set forth
in this section in the general appropriation bill as enacted in any
applicable fiscal year, there shall be imposed for a period of one
year, in addition to the excise imposed upon sales at retail in the
commonwealth by any vendor, of tangible personal property
pursuant to section two, of Chapter 64H, an excise upon sales
at retail in the commonwealth of tangible property at the rate of
one percent of gross receipts of the vendor from all such sales of
such property, except as otherwise provided by chapter 64H. The
excise shall be paid by the vendor to the commissioner at the time
provided by filing the return required by section sixteen of chapter
sixty-two C. In any applicable fiscal year, the revenues collected
pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the education reform
fund established pursuant to the provision of this section.
There shall be established and set up on the books of the
commonwealth a separate fund, to be known as the ‘public
education improvement fund’ consisting of amounts credited to
the fund in accordance with this section and section 2A of chapter
sixty-four I. Revenues credited to the public education improvement fund shall first be used to supplement any deficiencies
pursuant to this section in the general appropriations bill as
enacted. Of the remaining amount, twenty-five percent shall be
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645 appropriated for public higher education and seventy-five percent
646 for public early childhood, elementary, secondary and vocational
647 education.
Regional School Districts.
1
2
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SECTION 22. Chapter 71 of the General Laws is amended by
the addition of a new section 16J as follows: —
It is hereby declared to be the policy of the commonwealth that
by the beginning of the 1997-1998 school year every public school
in the commonwealth (other than independent regional vocational
schools) shall be part of a unified K-12 municipal or regional
school district under the governance of a single school committee
and single superintendent. By January 1, 1994, the board of
education shall prepare and submit to the governor and the
general court a plan for carrying out this policy, which plan may
include such proposed legislation as the board considers necessary
to carry out the plan. The plan will assure that employees
incorporated into unified K-12 municipal districts shall have the
same rights as persons employed by regional school districts
pursuant to section 42B of Chapter 71 of the General Laws.
Extended School Time.
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SECTION 23. Chapter 71 of the General Laws shall be
amended by the addition of a new section 28A.
“The board of education is hereby authorized to study whether
public education would be improved if the time during which
students attend school were extended to reflect prevailing norms
in advanced industrial countries and to address the educational
needs of children in the commonwealth. To this end the board
of education shall sponsor pilot programs in certain school
districts selected by the board to assess the costs and other
requirements of implementing various forms of extended school
time and to establish suitable models for replication in other
districts. The board shall prepare a plan to facilitate the
establishment of such pilot programs. The plan shall be filed by
March 1, 1993 with the governor and the general court. A report
on the outcome of these pilot programs shall be filed by January 1, 1996 with the governor and the general court.”
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School Committees.
1
2
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SECTION 24. The text of section 37 of chapter 71 shall be
deleted and replaced with the following text:
The school committee in each city and town and each regional
school district shall have the power to select and to terminate the
superintendent, shall review and approve budgets for public
education in the city or town or district, and shall establish
educational goals and policies for the schools in the district
consistent with the requirements of law and state-wide goals and
standards established by the board of education, provided,
however, that the school committee may delegate some or all of
its authority to establish district goals and policies in the area of
educational policy in accordance with a plan for collaborative
school governance established under Section 59C of this chapter.
Performance Evaluations.
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SECTION 25. (a) Section 38 of chapter 71 of the General
Laws shall be amended by deleting the first two paragraphs. The
first sentence of the third paragraph of section 38 shall be amended
by substituting the word “district” for “committee.”
(b) Section 38 of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
deleting the fifth paragraph and substituting the following text: The superintendent, by means of a comprehensive evaluation,
shall cause the performance of all teachers and administrators
within the school district to be evaluated using the principles of
evaluation established by the board of education pursuant to
section one G of chapter fifteen and by such consistent,
supplemental performance standards as the school committee
may require, provided that such principles and standards be free
of racial or gender bias. The superintendent shall require the
evaluation of non-tenured teachers and administrators every year
and shall require the evaluation of tenured teachers and administrators at least once every two years. The procedures for
conducting such evaluations shall be subject to the collective
bargaining provisions of chapter one hundred and fifty E.
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SECTION 26. (a) Section 38G of chapter 71 of the General
Laws is further amended by adding after the thirteenth para
graph the following:
The board shall establish alternative paths to provisional
certification including paths involving school districts or consortia
of districts or of districts and private schools for persons seeking
to teach in the schools of such districts (referred to herein as ‘appli
cants’), so long as applicants for such certification:
(1) satisfy subject matter competencies established by the
board;
(2) have teaching or comparable experience, or receive
supervised training prior to assuming any teaching responsibilities
in the public schools of the commonwealth, and;
(3) are employed only in districts which supply mentoring
during the period of the provisional certificate.
The board may provide for issuing permanent certification to
applicants who have attained provisional certification through
alternative path(s) so long as such applicants satisfy all applicable
requirements for permanent certification.
The board shall develop a plan to attract applicants reflective
of the racial and ethnic diversity of the commonwealth to parti
cipate in the proposed alternative path to certification.
The board shall establish guidelines for the design and
implementation of professional development opportunities for all
principals, teachers and other professional staff employed by
M assachusetts public schools to enable them to fulfill
requirements for the maintenance of certification currency. These
guidelines shall take effect by the beginning of the 1994-95 school
year.
(b) Section 38G of chapter 71, as appearing in the 1990 Official
Edition, is hereby amended by inserting in paragraph 1, line 5,
after the words ‘school psychologist’ the words: ‘school nurses.’
(c) Section 38G of chapter 71 of the General Laws, as appearing
in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby further amended by inserting
in paragraph 12, line 3, after the words ‘school psychologists’ the
words: ‘school nurse.’
(d) Section 38G of chapter 71 of the General Laws, as
appearing in the 1990 Official Edition, is hereby further amended
by inserting in paragraph 14, line 4, after the words ‘school
psychologist,’ the words: ‘school nurse.’
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(e) Section 38G of chapter 71 of the General Laws, as appearing
in the 1990 Official Edition, as amended by paragraphs (b), (c)
and (d) of this section, shall not apply to any person employed
as a school nurse by a school committee on or before the effective
date of this act.
(f) Section 38G of chapter 71 shall be amended by striking the
last paragraph and inserting therein the following: —
Beginning October first, nineteen-hundred and ninety-four,
anyone granted either a provisional or permanent certification
under this section or currently holding such certification shall be
required to maintain currency in the professional skills and
knowledge of such matter. An individual’s failure to fulfill this
currency requirement shall cause certification to become inactive
until such time as the currency requirement has been met provided
however that if a teacher has an opportunity to transfer into an
area for which he or she holds a certificate issued prior to October
first, nineteen hundred and ninety-four but in which he or she is
not currently employed, the teacher will be given a reasonable
period to fulfill a professional development plan which
demonstrates currency. The board shall promulgate the policies
and guidelines for this requirement. These policies and guidelines
shall include: a plan for initial implementation in the 1994-95
school year; the consequences to districts which fail to address
this requirement, as well as to individuals who fail to maintain
professional currency; procedures and timeframes for reactivation
of lapsed certification; standards for waivers of this requirement;
and an appeals process. Further, said policies and guidelines shall
be consistent with the state-wide professional development plan
developed by the secretary of education in conjunction with the
board as described in section 38Q of chapter 71. Specific
requirements for demonstration of professional currency shall
recognize, where appropriate, the Continuing Education Unit,
according to the standards established by the International
Association for Continuing Education and Training, and should
encourage flexibility, innovation, research, other scholarly work
and sound professional practice.
Commencing on October first, nineteen hundred and ninetyfour, upon applying for provisional certification, an applicant
shall be assessed on the subject matter of the certification.
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Professional Development.
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SECTION 27. Chapter 71 of the General Laws shall be
amended by the addition of a new section 38Q as follows: —
Beginning with the 1993-1994 school year, every school district
in the commonwealth shall adopt and implement a district
professional development plan for all principals, teachers and
other professional staff employed by the district and every school
shall adopt a school staff development plan for all professional
staff employed in the school. The plan shall set forth a budget
for professional development consistent with the requirements of
sections 3(g) and 4(c) of chapter 70 of the General Laws. Seventyfive percent of the district’s professional development budget shall
be allocated to the district’s schools to be used for the staff
development component of the school improvement plan.
Twenty-five percent of the professional development budget shall
be used at the district level for staff development and to provide
in-service and other opportunities for professional staff to fulfull
requirements for the maintenance of certification currency.
The commissioner of education by June 1, 1993, shall prepare
a plan for providing state-wide assistance in the preparation and
implementation of professional development plans. This plan may
contain provisions for obtaining assistance from institutions of
higher education and private service providers. The plan shall be
submitted to the board of education and the higher education
coordinating council for approval.
Teacher Tenure Reform.
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SECTION 28. (a) It is hereby declared that an essential
element in the success of public education in Massachusetts is the
fostering of good employer-employee relations between school
districts and the teachers they employ and that the prospect that
the children of the Commonwealth will achieve their full
educational potential will be determined by the ability of our
school districts to recruit and retain qualified teachers. It is
essential to the success of efforts to recruit and retain qualified
teachers in the Massachusetts public schools that persons
contemplating a career as a teacher be assured that Massachu-
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setts has fair procedures for evaluating the performance of its
teachers and making decisions about their continued employment.
To that end, it is critical that school districts contemplating the
termination or nonrenewal of a teacher’s employment give serious
consideration to the damage that can result to the professional
reputation of a teacher acquired after the expenditure of
substantial time and money in obtaining the necessary
qualifications for the profession and in years of practicing the
profession of teaching. Accordingly in all decisions taken relating
to the discharge or nonrenewal of a teacher’s employment, all
actions shall be taken with respect and dignity, giving the
maximum consideration to basic fairness and decency.
(b) Chapter seventy-one, section forty-one which provides for
‘tenure of teachers and superintendents’ is hereby repealed and
replaced with the following section: —
Every teacher who has served in a particular public school
system for the three previous consecutive years shall be entitled
to the rights set forth in section 42 unless that teacher was notified
by the school department, before June 15 of the third year, that
he or she will not be reappointed and subsequently does not begin
a fourth year of employment with the school department. The
superintendent, upon recommendation of the principal, may
award such rights to any teacher who has served in the district
for not less than one year or who acquired section 42 rights in
another district. All teachers without section 42 rights shall be
notified by the superintendent in writing on or before June 15,
whenever such person is not to be employed for the following
school year. Unless such notice is given as herein provided, a
teacher without section 42 rights shall be deemed to be appointed
for the following year.
For the purposes of this chapter, in the case of system-wide
teachers, no recommendation from a principal shall be required.
A teacher without section 42 rights who has been teaching for
more than 90 days shall not be dismissed unless he or she is notified
in writing by his or her principal that a recommendation of
dismissal is being considered. Such a notice shall include a
statement of the reasons for which the recommendation of
dismissal is being considered in sufficient detail to permit the
teacher to respond and all documents which support the reasons.
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Within seven calendar days after the receipt of the notice, the
teacher may request a meeting with the principal at which the
teacher may be represented. The meeting shall be held on a
mutually agreed upon date which shall be no sooner than two
weeks and no later than four weeks after the request for a meeting
is received. At the meeting the teacher and his or her representative shall be given a reasonable opportunity to probe the reasons
for which a recommendation of dismissal is proposed and the
evidence supporting those reasons and to present information to
the principal. Additional meetings may be scheduled by
agreement. The teacher may request that the principal provide
additional information including documents in the possession of
the district which are relevant for the teacher to defend himself.
Such information shall be provided.
Within five calendar days of the conclusion of the meeting(s),
the principal, shall provide the teacher with a final recommendation in writing.
Within seven calendar days after notice of a final recommendation for dismissal, the teacher may request a meeting with the
superintendent. The meeting shall be held on a mutually agreed
upon date which shall be no sooner than one week and no later
than two weeks after the request for a meeting is received. At the
meeting the teacher and his or her representative shall be given
a reasonable opportunity to probe the reasons for which dismissal
is being recommended and the evidence supporting the reasons
and to present information to the superintendent. Additional
meetings may be scheduled by agreement. The superintendent
shall notify the teacher of his or her decision in writing within
five calendar days of the conclusion of the meeting(s).
Unless there is a decision by the superintendent to dismiss a
teacher, the notices provided to the teacher and the reasons
therefor shall be considered a confidential matter and shall not
be a public record.
A school committee may award a contract to a superintendent,
assistant superintendent and associate superintendent of schools
for periods not exceeding six years, renewable only in the sixth
year, which may provide for the salary, fringe benefits, and other
conditions of employment.
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88
(c) Chapter 71, section 41A is amended by substituting for the
89 words ‘school committee’ in line 1 and lines 14-15, the words
90 ‘superintendent or principal with the consent of the
91 superintendent.’
92
(d) Section 42 of chapter 71 of the General Laws is deleted and
93 replaced with the following text:
94
The superintendent may dismiss any employee of the school
95 district (other than the superintendent), subject to the provisions
96 of this section.
97
A teacher entitled to rights under this section as described in
98 section 41 may be dismissed by the superintendent upon
99 recommendation of the principal and only for inefficiency,
100 incompetency, incapacity, conduct unbecoming a teacher,
101 insubordination or other just cause. A teacher with section 42
102 rights shall not be dismissed unless he or she is notified in writing
103 by his or her principal that a recommendation for dismissal is
104 being considered. Such a notice shall include a statement of the
105 reasons for which a recommendation of dismissal is being
106 considered in sufficient detail to permit the teacher to respond and
107 all documents which support the reasons.
108 Within seven calendar days after the receipt of the notice, the
109 teacher may request a meeting with the principal. The meeting
110 shall be held on a mutually agreed upon date which shall be no
111 sooner than two weeks and no later than four weeks after the
112 request for a meeting is received. At the meeting the teacher and
113 his or her representative shall be given a reasonable opportunity
114 to probe the reasons for which a recommendation of dismissal
115 is being considered and the evidence supporting those reasons and
116 to present information to the principal. Additional meetings may
117 be scheduled by agreement. The teacher may request that the
118 principal provide additional information including documents in
119 the possession of the district which are relevant for the teacher
120 to defend himself. Such information shall be provided.
121
Within five calendar days of the conclusion of the meeting(s),
122 the principal shall provide the teacher with a final recommen123 dation in writing.
124
Within seven calendar days after notice of a final recommen125 dation for dismissal, the teacher may request a meeting with the
126 superintendent. The meeting shall be held on a mutually agreed
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upon date which shall be no sooner than one week and no later
than two weeks after the request for a meeting is received. At the
meeting the teacher and his or her representative shall be given
a reasonable opportunity to probe the reasons for which dismissal
is being recommended and the evidence supporting the reasons
and to present information to the superintendent. Additional
meetings may be scheduled by agreement. The superintendent
shall notify the teacher of his or her decision in writing within
five calendar days of the conclusion of the meeting(s).
Unless there is a decision by the superintendent to dismiss a
teacher, the notices provided to the teacher and the reasons
therefor shall be considered a confidential matter and shall not
be a public record.
Such a teacher may seek review of a dismissal within thirty days
after receiving notice of dismissal by filing a request for review
with the commissioner of education. The commissioner shall
forward to the parties a list of five prospective arbitrators provided
by the American Arbitration Association. Each person on the list
must be accredited by the National Academy of Arbitrators. No
one on the list may be a resident of any school district which has
employed the teacher, an employee of any school district or a
school committee member. The superintendent and the teacher
or his representative within three days of receipt of the list from
the commissioner of education shall alternately strike one name
from the list until only one name remains. The teacher shall have
the right to proceed first with the striking.
The hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of
the American Arbitration Association to the extent consistent
with the provisions of this section. The hearing shall be private
upon request of the teacher. The case against the teacher shall be
presented first. Except for compelling cause, documents which
were not provided to the teacher in the notice of proposed
termination may not be presented. The teacher may be represented
and may cross-examine witnesses, offer evidence and witnesses
and present defenses to the dismissal. The arbitrator may issue
subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum requiring the attendance
of witnesses at the request of the teacher or superintendent. All
testimony at the hearing shall be taken under oath administered
by the arbitrator. The arbitrator shall cause a record of the
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proceedings to be kept and shall employ a competent reporter to
take a record of the proceedings. The administrative costs, the
costs of the arbitrator and of the reporter’s attendance and services
at the hearing shall be paid by the Board of Education. The
stenographer shall provide the arbitrator with a transcript of the
proceedings. Either party desiring a copy of the transcript of the
hearing shall pay the cost thereof.
The arbitrator shall decide whether there was just cause for
dismissal and whether any provisions of this law were violated.
Upon the request of an exclusive bargaining representative, the
arbitrator may also determine whether any other related
arbitration cases should be joined to a proceeding under this
section and, if joinder is granted, the arbitrator shall determine
the issues raised in those cases in the decision.
The arbitrator shall render a decision within thirty calendar
days of the close of the hearing. A copy of the decision shall be
sent to the teacher and his or her representative, the superintendent and the commissioner of education. An arbitrator who fails
to issue a decision within thirty days of the close of the hearing
shall not be included on any arbitrator list issued thereafter by
the commissioner of education. The decision of the arbitrator shall
be enforceable under the provisions of chapter one hundred and
fifty C.
The request for review to the commissioner and the statutory
arbitration procedures and standard of review set out in this
section shall be the exclusive mechanism for review of a
termination decision after collective bargaining agreements in
existence on the date of passage of this act expire.
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Layoffs.
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Neither this section nor section 41 shall affect the right of a
superintendent to lay off a teacher pursuant to reductions of force
from declining enrollment or other budgetary consideration,
provided that reasons are not proffered as a sham or subterfuge.
Such layoffs shall not be subject to the review and arbitration
procedures set forth in this section, but may be reviewed in
accordance with any provisions of a collective bargaining
agreement.
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Due Process Provisions fo r Principals.
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SECTION 29. (a) Section 42A of chapter 71 of the General
Laws is deleted and replaced with the following text:
No principal, supervisor, assistant principal, or professional
employee performing the duties of a principal, supervisor, assistant principal, by whatever title his position may be known, who
has served in that position for over three years shall without his
consent be demoted or dismissed, except for inefficiency,
incompetency, incapacity, unbecoming conduct, insubordination
or other just cause; nor unless, he or she has been notified in
writing that demotion or dismissal is being considered. A notice
that demotion or dismissal is being considered shall include a
statement of the reasons for which the demotion or dismissal is
being considered in sufficient detail to permit the person to
respond and all documents which support the reasons.
Within seven calendar days after the receipt of the notice, such
person may request a meeting with the superintendent at which
he or she may be represented. The meeting shall be held on a
mutually agreed upon date which shall be no sooner than two
weeks and no later than four weeks after the request for a meeting
is received. At the meeting such person and his or her representative shall be given a reasonable opportunity to probe the reasons
for which demotion or dismissal is proposed and the evidence
supporting those reasons and to present information to the
superintendent. Additional meetings may be scheduled by
agreement. Such person may request that the superintendent
provide additional information including documents in the
possession of the district which are relevant for the person to
defend himself or herself. Such information shall be provided.
The superintendent shall notify such person of the final decision
in writing within five calendar days of the conclusion of the
meeting(s).
Unless there is a final decision of the superintendent to demote
or dismiss, the notice of possible demotion or termination and
the reasons therefor shall be considered a confidential personnel
matter and shall not be a public record.
Within thirty days of receipt of the superintendent’s final
decision, such person may notify the superintendent that he is
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requesting impartial review of the superintendent’s decision to
demote or dismiss. Within five calendar days of receipt of a request
for review, the superintendent shall forward a copy of the request
to the commissioner of education. Within five days after receiving
the copy of the request, the commissioner shall forward to the
parties a list of five prospective arbitrators provided by the
American Arbitration Association. Each person on the list must
be accredited by the National Academy of Arbitrators. No one
on the list may be a resident of any school district which has
employed the teacher, an employee of any school district or a
school committee member. The superintendent and such person
or his representative within three days of receipt of the list from
the commissioner of education shall alternately strike one name
from the list until only one name remains. Such person shall have
the right to proceed first with the striking.
The hearing shall be conducted in accordance with the rules of
the American Arbitration Association to the extent consistent
with the provisions of this section. The hearing shall be private
upon request of the teacher. The case against such person shall
be presented first. Except for compelling cause, additional
witnesses and documents which were not provided in the notice
of proposed demotion or termination may not be presented. The
person demoted or terminated may be represented and may crossexamine witnesses, offer evidence and witnesses and present
defenses to the termination. The arbitrator may issue subpoenas
and subpoenas duces tecum requiring the attendance of witnesses
at the request of such person or superintendent. All testimony at
the hearing shall be taken under oath administered by the
arbitrator. The arbitrator shall cause a record of the proceedings
to be kept and shall employ a competent reporter to take a record
of the proceedings. The administrative costs, the costs of the
arbitrator and of the reporter’s attendance and services at the
hearing shall be paid by the Board of Education. The stenographer
shall provide the arbitrator with a transcript of the proceedings.
Either party desiring a copy of the transcript of the hearing shall
pay the cost thereof.
The arbitrator shall decide whether there was just cause for
demotion or dismissal and whether any provisions of this law were
violated. Upon the request of an exclusive bargaining representa-
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tive, the arbitrator may also determine whether any other related
arbitration cases should be joined to a proceeding under this
section and, if joinder is granted, the arbitrator shall determine
the issues raised in those cases in his decision.
The arbitrator shall render a decision within thirty calendar
days of the close of the hearing. A copy of the decision shall be
sent to the teacher or his representative, the superintendent and
the commissioner of education. An arbitrator who fails to issue
his decision within thirty days of the close of the hearing shall
not be included on any arbitrator list issued thereafter by the
commissioner of education. The decision of the arbitrator shall
be enforceable under the provisions of chapter one hundred and
fifty C.
The request for review to the Commissioner and the statutory
arbitration procedures and standard of review set out in this
section shall be the exclusive mechanism for review of a
termination decision after collective bargaining agreements in
existence on the date of passage of this act expire.
Miscellaneous Technical Personnel Changes.
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SECTION 30. (a) Section 42B of chapter 71 of the General
Laws shall be amended by deleting the second sentence of the first
paragraph and replacing it with the following text: — Any such
school personnel who have rights under section 42 in a particular
school district, excepting the superintendents of schools, whose
position is superseded by reason of the establishment and
operation of a regional school district shall be hired as an
employee with rights under section 42 by the regional school
district.
(b) Section 42B of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
adding to the first sentence of the second paragraph the word
“tenured” after the second word of the sentence and deleting from
the same sentence the last nine words and replacing them with
“employed by the local school district.”
(c) Section 42B of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
deleting from the second sentence of the second paragraph the
words “while serving at the discretion of the local school
committee” and substituting the words “while possessing rights
under section 42.”
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(d) Section 42B of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
deleting the words “not serving at the discretion of a local school
committee” from the first sentence of the third paragraph and
substituting therefore “not possessing rights under section 42”.
(e) Section 42B of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
deleting from the fifth paragraph the words “shall be elected by
the regional district school committee to serve at its discretion”
and replacing them with the words “shall be hired by the regional
school district with rights under section 42”.
(f) Section 42B of chapter 71 shall be further amended by
deleting from the first sentence of the sixth paragraph the phrases
“serving at the discretion of the district” and “to serve at its
discretion,” and replace them with “possessing rights under
section 42” and “with rights under section 42,” respectively.
Suspensions.
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SECTION 31. Section 42D of chapter 71 of the General Laws
shall be deleted and replaced with the following text:
A superintendent may suspend any teacher or other employee,
and, subject to approval by the superintendent, the principal of
a school may suspend any teacher or other employee assigned to
the school, subject to the provisions of this section, teacher or
other employee shall not be suspended except for unbecoming
conduct or other just cause. The teacher or other employee shall
have seven days written notice of the intent to suspend and of the
grounds on which the suspension is to be imposed, provided,
however, that the superintendent may, for any cause he or she
deems adequate, require the immediate suspension of any
employee, in which case the employee shall receive written notice
of the immediate suspension and the cause therefore at the time
the suspension is imposed. The teacher or other employee shall
be entitled to review with the superintendent (or principal, if the
decision to terminate was made by the principal) the decision to
suspend and to provide information pertinent to the decision and
to the teacher or other employee’s status. No teacher or other
employee shall be suspended for a period exceeding one month,
except with the consent of the teacher or other employee, and no
teacher or other employee shall receive compensation for any
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period of lawful suspension. No teacher or other employee shall
be interrogated prior to any notice given to him or her relative
to the suspension unless the teacher or other employee is notified
of his right to be represented by counsel during any such investigation. A suspended teacher or other employee may seek review
of the suspension decision by following the arbitration procedures
as defined in section 42.
Superintendents.
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SECTION 32. Section 59 of Chapter 71 of the General Laws
shall be amended by deleting the second sentence and replacing
it with the following text: “A superintendent employed under this
section or section sixty or sixty-three shall be the chief executive
officer of the school system and shall manage the system in a
fashion consistent with state law and the policy determinations
of the school committee. Upon the recommendation of the
superintendent, the school committee may also establish positions
of assistant or associate superintendents, who shall be appointed
by and report to the superintendent, and the school committee
shall fix the compensation paid to such assistant or associate
superintendents. The school superintendent of a city or town and
the superintendent of a regional school district may also appoint
administrators and other personnel not assigned to particular
schools, at levels of compensation determined in accordance with
policies established by the school committee.”
Principals.
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SECTION 33. Section 59B of chapter 71 of the General Laws
shall be deleted and replaced with the following text: “The
superintendent of a school district shall hire principals for each
public school within the district. Principals employed under this
section shall be the building managers and instructional leaders
of their schools and shall supervise the operation and management of their schools and school property during school hours,
subject to the supervision and direction of the superintendent.
Subject to the provisions of this chapter and consistent with
district personnel policies, principals employed under this section
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shall be responsible for recommending to the superintendent the
hiring and dismissal of all teachers, instructional or administrative
aides, and other personnel assigned to the school. This section
shall not prevent one person from serving as the principal of two
or more elementary schools or the use of teaching principals in
such schools. Within one week of any hiring, a notice providing
the name, position and, if applicable, certification of the person
hired shall be transmitted to the school committee and all
employee organizations representing any district employees.
The principal of each school, in conformity with the
collaborative governance plan established pursuant to section 59C, shall assure (i) adoption of educational goals for the
schools consistent with the minimum state standards adopted by
the board pursuant to section 1G of chapter 15, (ii) assessment
of the needs of the school in light of those goals, and (iii)
formulation of a school improvement plan to address those needs
and advance those goals. Each school improvement plan shall be
submitted to the superintendent and school committee for review
and approval not less often than every other year.
Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 71, school principals
shall be considered ‘public employees’ for the purposes of Chapter
150E.”
Collaborative School Governance.
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SECTION 34(a). A new section 59C is added to chapter 71 of
the General Laws as follows:
“No later than January thirty-first, nineteen hundred and
ninety-five, every school district shall adopt a district plan for
collaborative school governance which may provide for one or
more forms of school governance within the district. Such a plan
shall be negotiated with the exclusive representative of the
teachers pursuant to chapter one hundred and fifty E of the
General Laws and shall establish the procedures for decisionmaking in the area of educational policy, which may include, but
is not limited to district and school educational goals, plans and
assessments, curriculum, educational programs and extracurricular activities, but excluding any decision-making with
respect to wages, hours, standards of productivity and
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performance, class size and workload, and any other term or
condition of employment within the scope of collective bargaining
under chapter one hundred and fifty E of the General Laws. The
procedures established in any plan for collaborative governance
shall assure that parents and other necessary partners in achieving
a child’s educational success shall have an appropriate and
meaningful role in educational policy decision-making. At least
sixty days prior to the meeting at which the school committee
votes to adopt its plan for collaborative school governance, the
superintendent shall provide a copy of the plan to all employee
organizations which represent district employees in collective
bargaining. The collaborative school governance plan shall be
filed with the commissioner of education. Any district which has
not filed a collaborative governance plan with the commissioner
by March first, nineteen hundred and ninety-five shall not receive
any chapter seventy aid until such a plan is submitted. The plan
shall be reviewed at least every two years at the school and district
level under the collaborative decision-making procedures
established in the plan and any proposed changes in the plan shall
be subject to the provisions of chapter one hundred and fifty E.
A written description of any proposed changes in the plan shall
be forwarded to all employee organizations prior to adoption in
accordance with the provisions of this section.”
(b)
Any school district which has, as of the effective date of
this section, adopted a plan providing for a form of collaborative
governance shall be exempt from the provisions of this section,
but shall be required to periodically review its plan.
School/ Community Partnerships.

1

SECTION 35. A new section 59P is added to chapter 71 of the

2 General Laws as follows: —

As school-community partnerships may advance policy
3
4 development, staff development, curriculum development,
5 instructional enrichment and may provide material and financial
6 support, superintendents and principals in every school district
7 in the commonwealth shall pursue opportunities to establish such
8 partnerships. The board shall assist in and facilitate the
9 establishment of school-community partnerships. The commis-
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sioner shall designate personnel to facilitate the development of
and advocacy for such partnerships. The board may establish such
advisory groups or committees as deemed necessary to fulfill the
requirements of this section. Subject to appropriation, the board
shall establish a grant program to assist school districts in
developing and implementing such partnerships.
Innovation Schools.

1 SECTION 36. A new section 89 is added to chapter 71 of the
2 General Laws as follows: —
3 (a) Each school district shall promulgate policies for the
4 establishment of innovation schools by June thirtieth, nineteen5 hundred and ninety-three. An ‘innovation school’ shall be a public
6 school, operated under the authority of the school district, which
7 meets state educational standards and requirements.
8 The purposes for establishing innovation schools are:
9 (1) to stimulate the development of innovative programs within
10 public education;
11 (2) to provide opportunities for innovative learning and
12 assessment;
13 (3) to provide parents and students with greater options in
14 choosing schools within their school districts;
15 (4) to provide teachers with a vehicle for establishing schools
16 with alternative, innovative methods of educational instruction
17 and school structure and management;
18 (5) to encourage performance-based education programs.
19 (b) Teachers or administrators eligible to submit an application
20 to establish an innovation school shall include, but not be limited
21 to, two or more certified teachers and/ or administrators employed
22 by the district.
23 The school committee shall establish the information needed
24 in an application for the approval of an innovation school. Appli25 cations to establish an innovation school shall be submitted each
26 year by February fifteenth. The superintendent will review the
27 applications and forward his recommendations and comments to
28 the school committee.
29 The school committee shall make a determination on granting
30 innovation school status and may condition the grant of the such
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status on school taking certain actions or maintaining certain
conditions. At least sixty days prior to a vote to grant innovation
school status, the superintendent shall provide a copy of all
documents pertaining to the proposed demonstration school to
all employee organizations which represent district employees in
collective bargaining.
(c) If the school committee refuses an application for an
innovation school or conditions the grant of such status in a
manner which would substantially impede innovation, the appli
cants may petition the board of education for a determination of
whether innovation school status should be granted and for a
review of any conditions to which the applicants object. The deter
mination of the board is subject to judical review in accordance
with the provisions of section 14 of chapter 30A of the General
Laws.
(d) Innovation schools shall be open to all students, on a space
available basis, and shall not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, creed, sex, ethnicity, mental or physical
disability, age, ancestry, athletic performance, special need, or
proficiency in the English language. Innovation schools may limit
enrollment to specific grade levels. In the event that applications
for enrollment exceed the space available, a lottery shall be held
to determine which students shall be accepted.
Students who are residents of the district may attend the
innovation school of their choice regardless of the geographic
location of the school in the school district within which the
student lives. Costs of transportation shall be provided in the same
manner as are provided for other public early childhood,
elementary, secondary and vocational-technical school students
in the district.
A student may withdraw from an innovation school at any time
and enroll in the another public school in the district.
(d) An innovation school may be located in part of an existing
public school building, in space provided on a private work site,
in a public building, or any other suitable location approved by
the school committee.
(e) Students in innovation schools are required to meet the
same performance standards, testing and portfolio requirements
set by the board of education and the school committee for
students in other public schools in the district.
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(f) The school committee may waive any district policies which
would otherwise apply to a innovation school with regard to
curriculum and other areas of educational policy.
(g) Each local school district shall grant a temporary reassignment to any teacher in the public school system requesting
such re-assignment in order to teach in an innovation school. A
teacher may request such a reassignment for up to two years.
At the end of the two year period, the teacher may make a
request to the superintendent that such reassignment be extended
for an additional two years, and approval for said request shall
not be unreasonably withheld, or he may return to his former
teaching position. At the end of the fourth year, the teacher may
either return to his former teaching position or, if he chooses to
continue teaching at the innovation school, accept a transfer to
that position.
(h) The internal form of governance of an innovation school
shall include a form of collaborative school governance
established under the provisions of section 59C of this chapter.
(i) An innovation school must comply with all applicable state
and federal health and safety laws and regulations.
(j) Innovation schools must comply with the provisions of
chapter 71B of the General Laws.
(k) The school committee may disband an innovation school
if:
(1) the school has not fulfilled any conditions imposed by the
school committee on the school; or
(2) the school is deemed to be underperforming as that term
is used in section 50 of chapter 15 of the General Laws.
If the commissioner determines that a innovation school is
underperforming, the school shall have a reasonable amount of
time, as determined by the school committee, to improve its
performance and to respond to any alleged deficiencies, prior to
being disbanded.
(1) The school committee shall develop procedures and
guidelines for revocation and renewal of a school’s status as an
innovation school.
(m) Innovation schools shall be evaluated by the commissioner
pursuant to guidelines established by the board of education.
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Student Responsibilities.
1
SECTION 37. A new section 90 is added to chapter 71 of the
2 General Laws as follows: —
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Section 90. Notwithstanding any general or special law to the
contrary, all student handbooks shall contain the following
provisions:
(a) Any student who is found on school premises or at schoolsponsored or school-related events, including athletic games, in
possession of a dangerous weapon, including, but not limited to,
a gun or a knife; or (2) a controlled substance as defined in
chapter ninety-four C of the General Laws, including, but not
limited to, marijuana, cocaine, and heroin, may be subject to his
expulsion from the school district by the principal.
(b) Any student who assaults a principal, assistant principal,
teacher, teacher’s aide or other educational staff on school
premises or at school-sponsored or school-related events,
including athletic games, may be subject to expulsion from the
school district by the principal.
(c) Any student who is charged with a violation of either para
graph (a) or (b) shall be notified in writing of an opportunity for
a hearing, provided, further that the student may have
representation, along with the opportunity to present evidence
and witnesses at said hearing before the principal.
After said hearing, a principal may, in his discretion, decide to
suspend rather than expel a student who has been determined by
the principal to have violated either paragraph (a) or (b).
However, any principal who decides that said student should be
suspended must state in writing to the school committee his
reasons for choosing the suspension instead of the expulsion as
the most appropriate remedy. In this statement, the principal shall
represent that, in his opinion, the continued presence of this
student in the school will not pose a threat to the safety, security
and welfare of the other students and staff in the school.
(d) Any student who has been expelled from a school district
pursuant to these provisions shall have the right to appeal to the
superintendent. The expelled student shall have ten days from the
date of the expulsion in which to notify the superintendent of his
appeal. The student has the right to counsel at a hearing before
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38 the superintendent. The subject matter of the appeal shall be
39 limited to a factual determination of whether the student has
40 violated any of the provisions of this section.
Special Education.
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SECTION 38. The board of education is hereby authorized
and directed to contract with a qualified non-government entity
to conduct a study to determine the special education services
which are being provided to students pursuant to chapter 71B of
the General Laws. The study shall report the number of children
statewide who are receiving specific, individual services and shall
identify the services and associated costs for individual students.
Said study shall examine alternative methods of cost sharing for
medical and other related services for the purpose of providing
fiscal relief to local school districts. The study shall examine and
report on innovative means of helping special education students
to enter mainstream classrooms, and describe the costs, benefits,
and impact of mainstreaming to both the regular and special
education delivery systems and the students therein. In addition,
the study shall make recommendations for programs to provide
alternative education for disruptive students who have been
convicted of crimes. The results of said study shall be filed with
the board of education and with the Joint Committee on
Education, Arts and Humanities on or before the last Wednesday
in December, 1993.
Bilingual Education.
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SECTION 39. The governor shall appoint a special commission on bilingual education. The commission shall consist of nine
members; the commissioner shall appoint the chairperson. The
commission shall review the statutory and regulatory structure of
bilingual education in Massachusetts, compare said statutes and
regulations to federal requirements and to other states and make
such recommendations in a report to the secretary and to the
legislature as it deems appropriate. The report from this commission shall be filed with the clerks of the house and the senate by
December 1, 1993.
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Adult Learners.
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SECTION 40. The secretary of education shall convene a
working committee to devise and recommend an adequate and
appropriate adult basic education funding mechanism. The
working committee shall include one representative from each of
the following departments: education, public welfare, employment and training; the education and human services secretaries;
the governor or lieutenant governor; two members from each the
house and senate committees on ways and means and the joint
committee on education, arts and humanities selected by the
senate president and speaker of the house; and not less than five
representatives drawn from a diverse cross section of the adult
basic education providers and advocacy groups as selected by the
secretary of education. The working committee shall report its
findings and recommend appropriate legislation not later than
December 1, 1993.
Massachusetts Center fo r Innovation and Collaboration.
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SECTION 41. There shall be chartered within the Commonwealth, subject to appropriation, a public institution, the Massachusetts Center for Innovation and Collaboration, which shall be
established for the purpose of promoting innovative practices and
collaborative governance models for schools and school districts
through projects undertaken by the Center. The Center shall be
directed by an executive director who shall be appointed by the
board of education. The executive director shall, subject to appropriation, appoint such staff as he/she deems necessary and appropriate to carry out the projects of the center, including, but not
limited to public school teachers who, upon acceptance as project
staff members, shall be granted sabbatical leaves under section 41A of chapter 71 for the duration of the project, not
exceeding two years, provided however, that during such
sabbatical the Center shall reimburse the school district for the
teacher’s pay.
As its first project, the Center shall conduct a study of public
and private sector organizational models based on collaboration
for the purpose of providing school districts with information and
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20 guidance on the benefits of a collaborative approach to school
21 governance and on the different approaches to and models for
22 collaboration, including but not limited to such approaches and
23 models as total quality management, learning organizations and
24 site-based decision-making.
25
The collaborative models and approaches recommended by the
26 Center shall assure that the professional staff members of a school
27 are involved in the formulation of educational goals at the district
28 and school level and in decision-making processes as they work
29 to meet those educational goals, and that parents and other
30 necessary partners in achieving a child’s educational success also
31 have an appropriate and meaningful role in educational policy
32 decision-making. Collaborative models and approaches shall be
33 designed to facilitate decision-making in the area of educational
34 policy, including, but not limited to, educational goals and
35 assessments, curriculum, instructional materials, student support
36 services, instructional practices, discipline and classroom manage37 ment techniques, extracurricular activities and determination of
38 policies relating to student participation therein based on
39 academic qualifications and attendance requirements, but shall
40 specifically exclude decision-making with respect to wages, hours,
41 standards of productivity and performance, class size, workload
42 and other terms and conditions of employment within the scope
43 of collective bargaining under chapter 150E of the General Laws.
44 No later than December first, nineteen hundred and ninety45 three, the Center shall file a preliminary report on the results of
46 its study with the board of education. The board of education shall
47 consider such report and may forward its recommendations for
48 amendments or additions to the report no later than December
49 thirty-first, nineteen hundred and ninety-three. The Center shall
50 issue a final report no later than January thirty-first, nineteen
51 hundred and ninety-four. The board of education shall
52 disseminate the report to all school districts.
53
Subject to appropriation, the Center may establish, in
54 collaboration with an institution or institutions of public higher
55 education, five regional centers to provide assistance to schools
56 and districts for the development of collaborative governance
57 plans pursuant to section 59C of chapter 71.
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Subject to appropriation, the Center may undertake such
additional projects as are approved by an advisory council
consisting of the commissioner of education, a designee of the
president of the university of Massachusetts, a designee of the
chairman of the higher education coordinating council, a designee
of a private institution of higher education in the Commonwealth
with a graduate school of education, two representatives of the
Massachusetts Teachers Association and a representative of the
Massachusetts Federation of Teachers.
Education Reform Review Commission.
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SECTION 42. There shall be appointed no later than
July 1, 1993, an Education Reform Review Commission
consisting of nine members: one (who shall not be a member of
the executive branch) to be appointed by the governor, one (who
shall not be a legislator or legislative staff) by the President of
the Senate, one (who shall not be a legislator or legislative staff)
by the Speaker of the House, the president of an institution of
public higher education who shall be designated by the presidents
of all such institutions and who shall provide reasonable support
to the Commission, two designated by the Massachusetts
Teachers Association and one designated by each of the following
organizations: the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers, the
Massachusetts Association of School Committees, the Massachusetts Association of Superintendents, the Council on Fair School
Finance and the Massachusetts Parent Teacher Organization. The
commission will elect a chair. The Commission shall monitor the
extent to which the commonwealth has carried out its fiscal
responsibilities under this Act. The Commission shall have the
right to request from the board of education, the secretary of
education and the general court’s joint commission on education
information and data pertinent to the Commission’s charge. The
board, the commissioner, the secretary of education and the chairs
of the joint committee on education shall make themselves
available to the Commission to review the activities of the
commonwealth under the Act. The Commission shall annually
report its findings and conclusions, which report shall be delivered
to the governor and the general court and make available to the
public. The Commission will exist for a term of three years.
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tZCfje Commontoealtf) of iWaftgarfiusfett*
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two.

Proposal for a legislative amendment to the constitution to
PROVIDE A RIGHT TO QUALITY AFFORDABLE K-12 PUBLIC EDUCATION
FROM PRIMARY TO PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION INCLUSIVE.
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A majority of all the members elected to the Senate and House
of Representatives, in joint session, hereby declares it to be
expedient to alter the Constitution by the adoption of the
following Article of Amendment, to the end that it may become
a part of the Constitution [if similarly agreed to in a joint session
of the next General Court and approved by the people at the state
election next following]:

8

ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT.
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Education of the people is essential to preserving the advantages
of liberty, to maintaining a free government and to ensuring the
prosperity of the Commonwealth. In order to secure the wellbeing and prosperity of the people, it is the paramount duty of
the Commonwealth to ensure equal educational opportunity for
all children residing in the Commonwealth without distinction
based on residence. To that end the Commonwealth shall, by
taxation, trust fund, or other method of funding, make ample
provision for the financial support of public schools of high
quality in every city and town such that no child residing in Massachusetts shall be denied the advantages of a quality public
education.
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